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NAVAHO FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1795-1846

FRANK D. REEVE

edited by Eleanor B. Adams and John L. Kessell

INTRODUCTION

F

RANK DRIVER REEVE'S life-long interest in the history of the
Navaho people began with his doctoral dissertation at the University of Texas on "The Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico, 18581880." During a fruitful career as professor of history at the University of New Mexico and, for eighteen years, editor of the New
Mexico Historical Review, his untiring research resulted in publications detailing the People's contact with European men and ideas
from the seventeenth to the late nineteenth century.* When Dr.
Reeve retired in 1964 he devoted himself to the last Significant gap
in the story, the period 1795 to 1846.
Unfortunately his never robust health deteriorated seriously in
the years between his retirement and his death on December 3 I,

* All published in the New Mexico Historical Review: "The Federal Indian Policy in
New Mexico, 1858-1880," vol. 12 (1937), pp. 218-69; vol. 13 (1938), pp. '4-62, 146-91,261313. "The Government and the Navaho, 1846-1858," vol. 14 (1939)' pp. 82-114. "The
Government and the Navaho, 1878-1883," vol. 16 (1941), pp. 275-312. "The Government
and the Navaho, 1883-1888," vol. 18 (1943), pp. 17-51."A Navaho Struggle for Land,"
vol. 21 (1946), pp. 1-21. "Early Navaho Geography," vol. 31 (1956), pp. 29°-309. "Seventeenth Century Navaho-Spanish Relations," vol. 32 (1957), pp. 36-52. "Navaho-Spanish
Wars, 1680-1720," vol. 33 (1958), pp. 205-31. "The Navaho-Spanish Peace: 172o's1770 'S," vol. 34 (1959), pp. 9-40. "Navaho-Spanish Diplomacy, 1770-1790," vol. 35
(19 60), pp. 200-35·
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1967. It was difficult for him to go on, but he did not despair; he
was grimly determined to complete his life work. During the many
months he spent in the hospital he managed to finish a draft of his
last work, which he asked Eleanor B. Adams to prepare for publication.
The research, almost entirely from original sources, was done,
but the editors' task has not been easy. We found it necessary to
check every citation, to reorganize, rewrite, and revise to make a
coherent story. We have not meddled with Dr. Reeve's basic interpretations, but, working with his sources, we have on occasion
added to or abridged material in the draft to achieve balance.
Eleanor B. Adams
John 1. Kessell
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1795-1815

after the founding of New Mexico
the Spaniards were unable to reach any satisfactory modus vivendi
with the Navaho Indians. Now and again an uneasy truce prevailed, but peace seldom lasted long before the 1720'S. Various
reasons have been given for the beginning of harmonious relations,
which endured for half a century-hostilities against the Navaho
by other tribes, the success of Spanish punitive expeditions, and the
fact that the Navaho had acquired enough sheep to supplement
their old farm economy and make a satisfactory living without
raiding Indian pueblos and Spanish settlements. 1
Between 1720 and 1770 the Navaho even gave the Spanish
authorities and missionaries reason to hope that they might settle
down in permanent pueblos and accept Christianity, although in the
long run nothing substantial came of this. Meanwhile, in the 1750's,
Spanish settlers began moving into areas where the Navaho had
long made use of the land for farming. The land grants included
the usual stipulations to protect therights of third parties with prior
claims-in these cases the Navaho Indians-but not until the 1770'S
did the Indians challenge the intruders and end the long peace. 2
Spaniards who had taken up grants in the Navaho country began
to complain of thefts of livestock. Military reprisals proved sadly
ineffective. The raids increased in number and violence, and settlers were forced to abandon their ranches. Attempts to make peace
failed until 1786, when Governor Juan Bautista de Anza concluded
an agreement with the Navaho for military alliance against the
Gila Apache, resumption of trade, and protection of Navaho plantings in the Cebolleta area. Settlers were again allowed to graze
their stock in this region, provided it did not encroach on Indian
farm land. 3 ,
According to the treaty, the Navaho were supposed to be under
a head chief, or "general." Whatever the white man might like to
think, these Indians had never enjoyed tribal unity, and a headman
of all the Navaho was no more than a figment of the Spanish
imagination. During the ten years that followed the treaty Navaho
FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY
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tranquility was disturbed by an occasional fracas with the Ute or
Comanche on the north and the Apache on the south, but their
main external problem was to get along with their New Mexican
neighbors. Not all the Navaho were inclined to wholehearted observance of peace and alliance with the Spaniards, and intennittent
outbreaks occurred. Nevertheless, for the time being the dissidents
appeared to be in the minority.4
By 1795 the Navaho were enjoying considerable prosperity:
The Navaho, whom you suspect may have aided the Apache in their
incursions, have, since the death of their general Antonio [El Pinto],
been their irreconcilable enemies, while they have observed an invariable and sincere peace with us. These heathens have no need to
covet sheep, for their own are innumerable. They have increased
their horse herds considerably; they plant much and on good land;
they work their wool with more delicacy and taste than the Spaniards.
Both men and women go decently clothed, and their captains are
rarely seen without silver jewelry. They are more inclined to speak
Spanish than any other heathen tribe, so that they seem more like
town Indians than many of those who have been reduced. 5

When Governor don Fernando de la Concha (1788-1794) relinquished the reins of government, he prepared a lengthy report on
New Mexico for the benefit of his successor, don Fernando Chacon
(1794-18°5). The Navaho, he wrote, "possess much cattle and
sheep, and a proportionate number of horses. In general they occupy rugged mesas of difficult access, and pasture their livestock on
the borders of the Rio Puerco [of the East] and in the Canyon de
Chelly. . . . They reap generally abundant harvests, and enjoy
some commodities which are not known to the other barbarous
Indians."6

THERE are three "dirty" rivers in New Mexico. The Rio Puerco of
the East drains the region southward from the Rio San Juan watershed into the Rio Grande. The Rio Puerco of the North is a short
tributary of the Rio Chama, Bowing northward from the San Pedro
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Mountains. The Rio Puerco of the West drains westward from the
continental divide near the north end of the Zuni Mountains. According to Antonio Cordero; experienced frontier commander,
Navaho locations in the mid-1790'S were as follows: "Sevolleta
[Cebolleta], Chacoli, Guadalupe, Cerro-Cabezon, Agua Salada,
Cerrp Chato, Chusca, Tunicha, [Canyon de] Chelle and Carrizo."7
These traditional Navaho homesites were scattered across the vast
area of present northwestern New Mexico and northeastern Arizona over which this semi-nomadic people ranged.
Cebolleta Canyon drains from the southeastern side of the San
Mateo and Cebolleta Mountains, which Mount Taylor caps at the
southern end. The Navaho used this water, and that in Guadalupe
Canyon which Bows from the northeastern side of the mountains,
to irrigate their maize. Between Cebolleta and Guadalupe Canyons
an arroyo lmo,,;,n as Agua Salada, usually dry except in the recess
of the mountains, winds east and southeast into the Puerco of the
East. One of several volcanic necks, Cerro Chato. rises near the
mountains on the north side of Agua Salada. Across the Puerco to
the east Cabezon pierces the sky. Farther north lay the "Valle de
Chacoli."8 A hundred miles west, Tunicha Wash drains the eastern slope of the Chuska Range (bisected today by the New Mexico-Arizona line).9 Over the mountains lies Canyon de Chelly, a
magnificent red sandstone-walled canyon through which water
runs westward into the Chinle Wash and then north to the Rio
San Juan. Carrizo is a lava topped mesa offshoot of the Chuska
range, north of Chelly and east of the Chinle Wash.
These were the locations where marauders, traders, and diplomats could find the Navaho at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Navaho land occupancy was determined by an agricultural
and pastoral life. The New Mexicans were strung along the Rio
Grande Valley, on ranch or in village, from Belen and its suburbs
on the south to Taos on the north, with extensions to the northwest
up the Rio Chama and eastward into the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Intensive farming and. restricted pasturage tied them more
closely to the land than the semi-nomadic Navaho, but during the
nineteenth century increasing population was to force expansion. 10
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The routes to Navaholand from the Rio Grande Valley were
dictated by the mountains that extend southward from Tierra
Amarilla to San Isidro, west of the river. The Rio Chama flows
south and southeast from Tierra Amarilla. About fifteen miles
above Abiquiu it emerges from a canyon with "ice cream and lemon
pie" cliffs and continues on to join the Rio Grande in the Espanola
Basin. Below the canyon the Rio Puerco of the North joins the Rio
Chama in the Abiquiu Valley, the Piedra Lumbre of Spanish
days.ll Traders and soldiers searching for Navaho followed the Rio
Chama up to the Piedra Lumbre. On the right the old Spanish
trail followed Ginjil6n Creek (Arroyo Seco) north to bypass the
Chama Canyon, crossed the river at El Vado, and continued northwest through the old Navaho country to central Utah, where New
Mexicans traded for skins and Indian children. 12
The trail to the new Navaholand turned southwestward across
the Piedra Lumbre for a few miles, climbed the "Cuesta Navaho,"
and crossed the rolling, forested plateau drained by Poleo Creek
and the Rio Gallinas to the "Cuesta Blanca," or continental divide,
between the drainages of the Chama and San Juan Rivers. State
Highway 96 now follows more or less the same route to Cuesta
Blanca. Dropping down the steep western escarpment, the trail
then followed Canada Larga. 13 Near the junction of Canada Larga
and Canyon Largo the water of Ojo Amarillo bubbled from the
ground to relieve the thirsty traveler. From this area a westerly way
could be found to the flat country where the Rio Chaco, when in
flood, flows to the San Juan. Lonely Shiprock kept its counsel as
soldier or trader passed by.14 Beyond the Hogback, a lava flow
tilted by geodynamic force, a shallow valley between the Lukachukai on the left and the Carrizo Mountains on the right, pointed the
way to Chinle Wash and Canyon de Chelly.
Farther south, Washington Pass through the Chuska Mountains
opened another way into the heartland of the Navaho. The Pass
can be reached from Jemez Pueblo by traveling around the southern end of the Sierra Nacimiento, northwest along the winding
Arroyo Salado to the Rio Puerco, and west to the Chaco Wash.
Still another route from Jemez led southwestward along the eastern
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side of Mesa Prieta toa crossing of the Rio Puerco of the East. 15 It
proceeded toward Mt. Taylor, and south in the direction of Laguna
Pueblo, with the mountain on the west and Mesa Gigante on the
east. Whether folk were bent on peace or war, Jemez, Abiquiu, and
Laguna were the chief points of departure for the Navaho country.

By 1796 the uneasy peace between Spaniard and Navaho showed
signs of breaking down. Pedro de Nava, Commandant General of
the western division of the Provincias Internas, found reports of
suspected Navaho raids and renewal of their alliance with the Gila
Apache disturbing enough to instruct Governor Chacon to take
prompt diplomatic action. Who was at fault-the governor, his subordinates, the citizenry, or the interpreters "who were living with
them to watch over their movements and plans"? If emissaries and
gifts failed, then the old-fashioned punitive campaign would be
in order. 16
The pending trouble 'stemmed partly from New Mexico's rising
population and the need for more land. For example the Garda de
Noriega brothers, Francisco and Antonio, interpreters for the Navaho, who applied with eighteen other persons in March 1798,
received a town grant from Governor Chacon at the Canyon of San
Diego de Jemez. 17
Officials looked upon many landless citizens as semi-vagabonds
and troublemakers-they were contentious, and idleness became
the handmaiden to mischief. Settlements on unoccupied lands
should be established to take care of this problem and to reduce
the hazards of travel through long stretches of unoccupied countryside. Early in 1800 Governor Chacon, under instructions from
Commandant General Nava, reestablished the village of Alamillo
on the Rio Grande north of the site of Socorro. When his appeal
for settlers did not bring voluntary response, the governor arbitrarily ordered some sixty families described as "day laborers, servants,
gamblers, those living in concubinage, and incorrigible unlicensed
traders to the heathens" to move there. Since they lacked resources,
he subsidized them until harvest time and provided military protection against the Apache who roamed the mountains to the west. 18
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Moreover, some livestock owners needed more pasture land.
Governor Concha had come to an agreement with the Navaho to
ease the grazing problem on the western frontier. These Indians
permitted the New Mexicans to graze their stock in Navaho territory, provided that it did not invade their planted fields. 19 When
the New Mexicans, as individuals or groups, expanded their land
holdings, this happy state of affairs came to an end.
The arrangement for joint use of pasturage on the western frontier of New Mexico was followed by a move to take over farm land
at Cebolleta Canyon. Early in 1800 thirty residents of the Albuquerque district petitioned to settle at a site five leagues north of
Laguna Pueblo. The mere fact that they asked for this favor implied that the place was not occupied by Navaho. This is rather
surprising in view of the fact that these Indians had long used land
along the eastern side of the Sierra de Cebolleta. As was their
custom they left their fields for part of the year, and, from the
white man's point of view, seasonal use did not mean occupancy in
the sense of land ownership. Even after six years in office, Chacon
could not have understood the true state of affairs.
In accordance with the governor's order of January 23, 1800,
Jose Manuel Aragon, alcalde mayor of Laguna Pueblo and its jurisdiction, visited the place and pronounced it suitable for settlement.
He gave the grantees formal possession on March 16, with the
proviso that they must form a regular settlement-which meantliving around a plaza for defensive purposes. They were forbidden to
"abandon it under any pretext, which they gladly admitted and acknowledged." The boundaries of the grant were the Sierra de San
Mateo on the north and west; the Mesa del Gavilan on the south,
adjoining the Rancho de Paguate; and on the east, the Canada
through which the road from the pueblo of Laguna to those of Zia
and Jemez ran, and the Canada de Pedro Padilla. 20
The new residents had scarcely arrived when some Navaho stole
their stock. Presumably the have-not Indians were tempted by the
nearness of the spoils. The result was a major campaign against the
Navaho in general. Chacon marched to Tunicha with a force of
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five hundred men, including soldiers, residents, and Pueblo Indian
auxiliaries. Twenty Navaho leaders promptly appeared and opened
peace negotiations. They were so anxious to avoid war that they
surrendered 28 stolen animals, 30 tilmas, 48 skins, and one captive
Hopi Indian. In addition, they promised not to ask the governor for
gifts in the future, although this custom dated from at least the
mid-eighteenth century. Soldiers and Indians celebrated the accord with a general trading session. Commandant General Nava
was gratified by the news. 21
Despite their promise, the settlers had Bed from Cebolleta when
the trouble started. The governor ordered them to reoccupy their
homes. According to Jose Benito Baca, a native of Cebolleta who
testified in 1882 at the age of seventy, more settlers now took up
residence at San Mateo Spring on the western side of the Sierra de
San Mateo. The spring lay on the eighteenth-century Duran y
Chavez grant, which had been abandoned during the Navaho uprising of the 1770'S.22
To the Navaho, the question of land ownership in the Mt.
Taylor area remained a moot point. On February 26, 18°4, six of
them appeared before the governor in Santa Fe and asked permission to locate at Cebolleta. Two of them claimed that they had
received a favorable reply to an earlier petition to Commandant
General Nemesio Salcedo y Salcedo and that the papers he had
given them had been lost in a skirmish with some Apache in the
south. Governor Chacon was not inclined to go along with the alleged action by his superior and protested, telling Salcedo that
Cebolleta was too near the center of New Mexico. Although the
Navaho had occupied it at times, its greatest use to them was as a
vantage point to keep watch over what was going on in New Mexico and to launch forays against their neighbors' stock. Furthermore, there was now a plaza at the site, occupied. by settlers to
whom the governor himself had granted it. Scarcity of water and
tillable land left no room for more people. If Navaho were allowed
to relocate there, the usual friction would result. These arguments
convinced Salcedo, but not the Navaho. 23
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In May Chacon had doleful news to report to Salcedo:
I enclose for your excellency the journal of events from April I to
date, which includes hostilities caused by the heathen Navaho nation
during the first quarter of the moon in April. Large parties were seen
in various directions. They were responsible for the theft of something
over 3000 pregnant ewes, 58 head of cattle and 24 horses, and for
the death of nine herders in different places, most of whom were
asleep, and of one captive boy.
If we were to pardon and overlook said outrages, committed in cold
blood and unprovoked, as has been done in the past, it would not be
difficult to get them to come down peacefully at once. But the results
would be to confirm their feeling that we are afraid of them and that
they are superior to us because they are united. And shortly, when
they see us off guard, they will repeat their attacks with impunity.
This is not so easy for them at present because orders have been given
to bring the livestock and horses back a long way from their lands.
About the middle of next month, when the citizens have finished
planting and the horses have recuperated, continual campaigns will
be undertaken, and the results will dictate the manner in which I
contract peace when [the Navaho] seek it, demanding among other
things that they return all or the greater part of what they have stolen
up to then, as I stipulated on the two previous occasions when they
rose during my term as governor. 24

The provocations mentioned in this report had begun in the
Rio Abajo where the alcalde mayor reported the theft of two horses
and eight head of cattle from the Canada de Los Alamos on the
Rio Puerco. Segundo, a principal Navaho leader, arrived at Laguna
two days later claiming that some poor Navaho were responsible.
He said that the animals would be returned and that his people
wanted peace with the Spaniards and to get on with their planting.
Other Navaho called on the lieutenant of the Jemez district under
the pretext that their chiefs had sent them to find out the number
of animals stolen. When they left, they drove off ten head of cattle
and as many horses. On April 26 the alcalde mayor of the Rio
Arriba related that sixteen Navaho driving seven stolen animals encountered some Ute, who not only relieved them of the booty but
scalped one Navaho and wounded three.
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Other marauders had struck at the Ojo del Espiritu Santo on
April 23, killed three men and a boy, and taken the stock. The justicia of Jemez overtook the raiders on the RIO San Miguel and recovered a thousand ewes. 25 When he got home he discovered that
still other Navaho had run off his own stock. Setting out again, he
caught up with the culprits at the Agua del Raton in Navaho country near the prehistoric ruin of Pueblo Pintado. But seeing that the
raiders had been joined by many more Navaho, he did not attack
because he had no more than fifteen men. 26 On the twenty-fifth
the Navaho attacked Nacimiento, where they killed two shepherds. The night before, a strong party, estimated at more than two
hundred Indians, surrounded Cebolleta. They sacked three houses
with outside doors and took twelve horses and fifty head of cattle.
Then they went to the outlying pastures, where they killed three
herders, seized one boy, and drove away the sheep. The following
day the alcalde mayor of Laguna tracked them to the Paraje de Los
Cafioncitos,27 where he noted that they had divided the spoils and
gone off in different directions. Following the trail of the largest
party, he overtook the Navaho at midnight, killed one Indian, recovered sixty ewes and nine head of cattle, and got away with ten
Navaho horses with all their gear. Heading back to Laguna the alcalde rode into a Navaho ambush. The hostiles killed the horse he
was riding. He and an Indian auxiliary were slightly wounded in
the fray.
.
In early May, with the scent of plunder in the air, seven Jicarilla
Apache volunteered to join the Spaniards against the Navaho.
Two days later a couple of Ute came in to offer the services of their
tribe. 28
Salcedo approved Governor Chacon's plan for retaliation ~nd
offered assistance for a large-scale offensive after the spring planting
of 1804- For the time being the governor asked for forty horses and
three mules to mount the presidial troopS.29 In July he marched
against the enemy with a force of five hundred men, including fifty
presidials. Three hundred and seventy-five Ute and Jicarilla Apache
Indians accompanied the expedition and profited to the extent of
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twenty-two captured horses. The invaders killed four Navaho
warriors and one woman and took ten captives.
Although Salcedo was pleased,30 Chacon was not satisfied with
the victory, feeling that it was insufficient to lead to a satisfactory
peace. Scarcely pausing to draw breath after he finished penning
his report, on July 30 he dispatched Lieutenant Antonio Vargas of
the Santa Fe company with six hundred men. According to Salcedo, a third blow to humble the Navaho would be planned, if necessary. Meanwhile don Antonio returned from the field with a
score of fifty-seven persons killed, including seventeen warriors,
and five prisoners. He recovered sixteen horses and thirty-three
head of stock. He lost one genizaro. 31 An estimated nine hundred
to a thousand warriors reacted quickly and strongly by striking at
Cebolleta on August 3. They killed the corporal of the detachment
guarding the village, one resident, and an Indian. Four soldiers and
eleven settlers, including a woman, were wounded. The aggressors
suffered twenty-two dead and forty-four wounded. 32
The settlers petitioned for permission to abandon their homes
and moved to Laguna without awaiting a reply, much to the annoyance of Salcedo who, determined to bring the Navaho to their
knees, was in no mood to accept this retreat. He sent sharp instructions ordering the settlers to return immediately or forfeit all rights
to the land. Although he was tempted to punish them for insubordination, he sent a force of thirty men from Nueva Vizcaya under
Lieutenant Nicolas Farin to help chastise the Navaho and protect
the Cebolleta settlers while they reoccupied their lands. Lieutenant
Farin took command of the Navaho campaign on October 12. 33 He
aroused Salcedo's ire to the boiling point by talking peace rather
than waging war with the Indians. 34
On November 21 Lieutenant Antonio Narbona arrived at Zuni
from Sonora with 215 men equipped for sixty days in the field.
Chacon ordered him to proceed to Laguna. Heavy snow delayed
the force at La Tinaja, but the weary men finally reached £1 Vadito
on the Rio San Jose, where the alcalde of Laguna joined them on
November 26 with a hundred Indian auxiliaries.
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The best laid plans of mice and men often go astray. Farlnhad
marched six days earlier and Narbona was unable to take command
of the whole operation in accordance with Governor Chacon's order
of November 10. Therefore he decided to set out with his party on
the twenty-seventh on an eighteen-day foray. He would do his utmost to join Fadn, but if he failed, he would go it alone. 35
"Overcome with mortification and shame," "Narbona wrote the
governor from Laguna on December 10. All he had accomplished
was an attack on a pitifully small Navaho rancheda near Canyon
de Chelly. Forty-eight hours of snow at the outset of the campaign
had prevented him from picking up and following enemy tracks.
When finally he did, neither cavalry nor infantry was fit to go on;
the horses were spent and the men's feet swollen. 36 If Chacon
should decide to send him back to Sonora, Narbona continued, he
would need five hundred pesos, or supplies for twenty days.37 Commandant General Salcedo's original orders to Narbona and Fadn
had called for a simultaneous two-pronged invasion from Zuni and
Laguna to catch the Navaho by surprise. No sooner had he dispatched Narbona from Sonora than he set about planning another
blow. 3s
Meanwhile, on January 17, 1805, Narbona redeemed himself,
carrying the war to the heart of Navaho country in Canyon de
Chelly. A large number of the enemy had fortified themselves high
on the rock wall in an almost inaccessible cave. The Spaniards attacked from above and below. The battle raged all one day and into
the next, ending in a resounding victory for the invaders. Ninety
Navaho braves and twenty-five women lay dead. Later Corporal
Baltasar Rivera carried eighty-four pairs of ears to the governor in
Santa Fe. Narboria apologized for the loss of the other six. The
captives included two Navaho braves, one Hopi, eight women, and
twenty-two children. One of them was; no less a personage than
Segundo. The spoils of war totaled three hundred fifty sheep and
thirty horses. Lieutenant don Francisco Piri of the Opata company
from Bacoachi died in the fray. Sixty-four soldiers, settlers, and Indian auxiliaries were wounded. Narbona was forced to order the
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destruction of eighty-five horses no longer fit for service. In spite of
his success, Lieutenant Narbona warned the governor that it
should not inspire false confidence:
I went through Canyon de Chelly, stronghold on which the Navaho have based their hopes of making themselves invincible, from
its head to the mouth. Because many people live there and because
nature has fortified it with the steep rock of which it is made, that
hope is not ill-considered. Although I dislodged them this time, I can
do no less than point out to you, as is my duty, and without exaggeration, that if in the future it is necessary to fight there again, a larger
force than the one I had will be indispensable. They should take a
large supply of munitions. I brought more than ten thousand rounds
from my province [Sonora] and had to use them all to get out of the
canyon.
It is wide and there are many planted fields in it, watered by a
fairly good river which runs through it. But this does not make it impossible for the enemy Indians to attack from the heights those who
march below. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary, in addition to
those who fight within, to station two parties On the rims of the
canyon to drive off the foe who might lie in ambush, and to be on
guard against any eventuality.

Narbona informed Governor Chacon that he had allotted eleven
wounded captives and children to individual New Mexicans and
Sonorans. He was leading twenty-four prisoners, including two
taken on his first foray, in collars. When the Navaho Cristobal and
his followers begged for peace, the commander told them to go to
the governor to negotiate and to ask for the release of Segundo and
his family. Narbona made his situation quite clear:
If Your Lordship should decide to permit the aforesaid Indian Segundo to go free, you can, if you like, apprise me of your wishes in the
pueblo of El Paso, to which I am withdrawing because I am almost
out of ammunition and my horses are in very bad shape.

He must also have been short of provisions, for all the sheep were
eaten. The captured horses he gave to the Sonoran auxiliaries and
New Mexican guides.
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The commander went out of his way to commend these guides
for their good service and asked Chacon to reward them, as well as
Antonio Armijo, a volunteer who was most useful because of his
knowledge of the enemy's territory. Narbona praised the New
Mexican forces, including the militia and Indian auxiliaries, and
singled out several for special commendation. Militia Captain
Lorenzo Gutierrez performed with such gallantry that "I do not
hesitate to praise him more and more, assuring Your Lordship that
he is worthy of trust, even in the most important military undertakings." Young Lieutenant Bartolome Baca commanded the party
which protected Narbona's descent into the canyon, holding off
the foe with exceptional valor. 39
Narbona's signal victory of 1805 lives on in Navaho tradition.
According to an eighty-eight-year-old Navaho informant, Hosteen
Tsosi, it was this fight that gave Canon del Muerto its name. Tsosi
claimed that some seventy women and children fell victim to the
invaders while the men,except for the aged and crippled, were
away hunting. 40

COLONEL Joaquin del Real Alencaster succeeded to the governorship of New Mexico on March 23, 1805, in the midst of the Navaho war. 41 Commandant General Salcedo had sent orders for
Narbona to wait in New Mexico to escort the outgoing governor to
Chihuahua. In the meantime he might attack the Navaho again at
the discretion of Governor Chacon. Narbona informed the governor that the number of wounded and the shortage of munitions
and horses put this out of the question. Moreover, for the. sani.e
reasons it would be difficult for him to go to Santa Fe. He was
marching immediately for Tome, where he would await further
orders. 42
Before leaving, Chacon drew up a statement of appropriate
peace terms should a treaty with the Navaho be made. No pact
should even be considered unless one of two things came to pass:
1) The Navaho gave up all stolen cattle, sheep, and horses in their
possession. 2) The Navaho came to terms after a campaign in
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which they lost more than they had stolen. Chacon estimated this
at four thousand ewes, one hundred fifty head of cattle, and sixty
horses. Any treaty should include the following stipulations: I)
The Navaho were to make no claim at Cebolleta or use this as the
pretext for further outbreaks. 2) They were to relinquish any
claims to animals in the possession of Spaniards. 3) Two Navaho
captives would be exchanged for the two captives they held. 4)
The Navaho were not to trespass with their livestock at Juan
Tafoya Canyon, Rio del Oso, or San Mateo, but move their animals northward toward the San Juan River. 5) The most petty
theft or hostile action would lead to military reprisal unless the
property and the culprit were given up at once. 6) They were not
to expect gifts when they might come to Santa Fe to call on the
governor, but only their board while in the capita1. 43
Cristobal and Vicente, first and second Navaho "generals," as
New Mexican officials termed them, came to Santa Fe in April
with Cristobal's nephew and two captive boys, natives of Alameda
and Cebolleta, accompanied by the lieutenant of Jemez. They
asked the new governor for "lasting and perpetual peace in good
faith." They pleaded their claim to the Cebolleta land, but the
governor made it clear that they must desist. They appeared to be
convinced and went on to say that since they were returning the
two boys, Segundo, his family, and the rest of the Navaho captives
should be returned to them, for reciprocal restitution of property
damage was not feasible. They also asked for Jose Antonio Garda
to live with them as their interpreter. Real Alencaster replied that
he would make a full report to the Commandant General for his
decision, since he himself was empowered only to grant a truce,
which he did. He told them to return to Jemez in twenty-five days
to learn the results. 44
In accordance with Salcedo's reply, Real Alencaster made peace
with the Navaho at Santa Fe on May 12, 1805. Never again were
they to lay any claim to the Cebolleta lands. They must surrender
all captives. They must not enter into alliances, trade, or communication with nations hostile to the Spaniards, and when the
occasion arose, they must make war on them. If any Navaho com-
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mitted an offense against New Mexicans, the chiefs must turn him
over for punishment.· The Spaniards would permit the Navaho to
trade, raise livestock, plant, and engage in other business. In accordance with their request, Jose Antonio Garda was reappointed
their interpreter to live with them. "Captain" Segundo and sixteen
other prisoners who had been held at San Elzeario were exchanged.
Any other captives held by either side would be returned. Now
that they had been received under the protection of the king, any
violation of the above terms, which obligated the whole nation,
would be taken as a formal declaration of war and would lead to
their annihilation. 45
Although Cristobal, Vicente, and Segundo agreed to these terms,
they did not represent the Navaho as a whole. Even before they
left Santa Fe the alcalde of Santa Cruz de la Canada reported that
Navaho had run off ten head of cattle and two horses from Santa
Clara canyon. When the governor reproached the three Navaho
leaders, they retorted that they could not prevent those who had lost
their families and property during the war from marauding. They
would do their bestto prevent further misdeeds.
On the night of the fourteenth Navaho had stolen the horse
herd from near Jemez pueblo while the Indians guarding it slept.
Two herders followed the track. Real Alencaster wrote to interpreter Garda ordering him to admonish the Navaho leaders. But
Vicente and his son-in-law Luis had changed horses the moment
they heard the news and gone in pursuit eager "to cut off the heads
of the aggressors." Shortly thereafter Cristobal and Segundo set out
"in another direction for the same purpose."46 For some reason they
had told Garda to remain at Jemez Canyon; the governor was
disturbed when he received no reply to his request for information
from the interpreter. He summoned Garda's literate nephew and
sent him to Jemez with orders to make sure that information about
exactly what the Navaho were up to reached the authorities. 47
For several months there were no serious repercussions from
these incidents, and New Mexican officials were quite pleased with
the situation. The Navaho did try to restore stolen stock found
among their people and to keep out of trouble. 48 Peaceful Navaho
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had visited Zuni and warned of possible attack by the Mescalero
Apache. 49
Along in August Franciscan Custos Jose de la Prada wrote from
Abiquiu that he had ransomed a Navaho woman captive from the
Ute. He said that they had taken her in "just war, and unjust war
on the part of the Navaho." But because her captors had scandalously mistreated her, he had willingly given two horses and a mule,
worth a hundred pesos, to redeem her body and souPO
Governor Real Alencaster continued to send out routine patrols
lest the Navaho become overconfident, although the loss of horses
in the recent war and drought made mounting such expeditions a
problem. 51 For the time being affairs between Navaho and New
Mexican jogged along quietly except for minor episodes.
Apparently it was impossible for the Navaho to accept the loss
of Cebolleta. In October 1805 forty-odd Navahq families arrived to
harvest the maize even though they had not planted it. The settlers
complained to alcalde Jose Manuel Arag6n at Laguna that they
were being treated like heathens and that it would be better for
them to give up than to work hard every year for the benefit of the
Navaho. The alcalde expressed the strong opinion that maintaining
the Spanish settlement was prejudicial to the province. It had led
to the general suffering caused by the Navaho uprising. Hewarned
that the Navaho would wreak vengeance even if they had to ally
themselves with the Gila Apache. If this should happen, the poor
families there, near the sierra and five leagues from Laguna, would
perish without hope of aid. 52 The alcalde's recommendation went
unheeded. It is possible that representatives of the Navaho had
planned to carry their case to Chihuahua, but they did not arrive
with the annual trade caravan. M
Two months later Vicente carne to Laguna in search of a horse
that other Navaho had stolen and sold at Acoma. Vicente and his
people were living at Juan Tafoya Canyon and Cerro Chato. He
told the alcalde that he was going to complain to the governor because some Spanish shepherds had beaten him when he tried to
prevent them from putting their stock where he was keeping his
horses. 54 He also told Arag6n that he had heard that the Jemez
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Indians wanted to dance with Navaho scalps. Vicente felt that this
would open old sores and might lead to Navaho raids on Jemez. 55
Commandant General Salcedo foresaw another potential source
of trouble when a Coyotero Apache came to Zuni seeking to make
peace. He wrote to Real Alencaster that since the Coyotero Apache
of the Sierras del Pinal, Tabano, and Blanca on the Sonora frontier
had just made peace with the authorities in Chihuahua, he feared
that any link with the inconstant Navaho might upset this arrangement. 56
Winter passed into the spring of 1806 without major incident,
and the Navaho hoped that they might again receive presents when
they visited Santa Fe. Since that point had been settled by the
treaty, the commandant general maintained his chilly attitude. He
told the governor to tell them that it was time for them to rely upon
their own resources. Moreover, reports of robberies committed by
individual Navaho cast doubt upon their good faith. During the
early summer some Navaho were observed bartering tilmas with
Apache in the Mogollon Mountains; this was a breach of the
treaty. The Navaho might backslide under the bad influence of
enemy Apache. At any rate the commandant general instructed
Governor Real Alencaster to warn Navaho leaders that any of their
followers found in the company of hostile Indians would be treated
as true enemies. 57
On October 13, 1807, some Apache attacked Zuni. Governor
Real Alencaster ordered a punitive expedition to leave Santa Fe
October 3 I; two hundred fifty settlers and Indians would join the
regulars at Laguna. Meanwhile Segundo came to Santa Fe with a
refugee criminal from Jemez. Through interpreter Garda the Navaho told the governor that to convince him of his intention to
keep the peace he would do all he could to restore to the Spaniards
a Navaho baby taken in the 1805 Narbona campaign. There were
strong suspicions that some Navaho had stolen the child from
militia captain Lorenzo Gutierrez.
The governor quizzed Segundo about Navaho activity among
the Mescalero and Gileno Apache. The Indian assured Real Alencaster that his people traded their blankets, hats, and other goods
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to all who would buy-Spaniards, Ute, and all other neighboring
tribes. Navaho trade goods among the Apache were not proof of
friendship, for the Apache and Navaho had been on good terms
during the New Mexican-Navaho war of 1805. But since then,
Apache treachery had led to dissension and fighting. The Spaniards had no further need to worry on this score; Segundo even offered to enlist some of his kinsmen for the campaign against the
Apache. 58

MEANWHILE, although the ownership of Cebolleta was still a sore
point with the Navaho, the New Mexicans had settled the matter
to their own satisfaction. On January 16, 1807, Governor Real
Alencaster approved the petition of the once reluctant settlers for
confirmation of title, since they had lived there more than the five
years stipulated by his predecessor. Thus, insofar as the Navaho
claim could be blocked by legal formality, the New Mexicans had
made good their claim to ownership of land at Nuestra Senora de
los Dolores de Cebolleta. 59
In the spring of 1808 the· governor tried to balance the scales of
justice between New Mexican and Navaho. Complaints had
reached his ears that trespassers had taken over cropland belonging to Segundo's people. He instructed don Lorenzo Gutierrez, second alcalde at Albuquerque, to have the matter investigated. The
alcalde dispatched Bartolome Baca with instructions to redress
grievances by removing those who had intruded on land without
proper license. 6o Don Bartolome encamped west of the Puerco,
where Segundo and Delgadito insisted on discussing the matter
that very night. According to Baca:
I listened to the complaint by the said captains and the rest of their
people. They showed me a small field which they had planted on the
Rio Puerco, a site where they had also planted the year before. Now
five residents of the Rio Abajo have intruded into the said field. . . .
[Three of them] being present, I summoned them and stated the Nav-
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aha complaint. I asked them their motive for using the field with
the Navaho. They told me that their lieutenant had given them leave
to do so. When I asked them for the said license in writing, they told
me that they did not have one, because from time to time he ordered
them to withdraw to their lands. Explaining that this land could only
be granted by the superior government, and in view of the fact that it
has not come to my attention that a lieutenant holds authority to do
so, I ordered that they should lose what they have planted, and exempted them from punishment for their disobedience in overstepping
the boundaries. . . . What they had sown was to be divided by the
[Navaho] captains among those of their tribe whom they considered
most needy.61

Baca moved on to Juan Tafoya Canyon, where New Mexican
sheepmen were watering their woollies, thus interfering with Navaho irrigation of their maize. Don Bartolome made short shrift of
these intruders:
I ordered the mayordomos of the said sheep to assemble, and in the
presence of the Navaho, I ordered them not to harm or to annoy [the
Indians] with ill treatment under the penalty of twelve pesos fine and
as many days in jail for the first offense, and for the second, whatever my superior might impose and consider fitting. I designated from
the Cerro Chato down canyon as the area for grazing their sheep.62

Another point of conHict lay in the Canada de Pedro Padilla,
some three leagues from Cebolleta. The Navaho said that they
understood that only Cebolleta and its environs had been granted
to the settlers there, and not the springs Howing from the rock in
the canada, a long way from Cebolleta. Baca examined the title
papers and found that this canada did ~ie within the Cebolleta
grant; the Navaho petition would have to be referred to higher
authority. On receipt of this news many of them wept, but they
cried too soon. In the opinion of Alcalde Gutierrez the disputed
area was of more benefit to the Navaho than their being there was
prejudicial to the settlers of Cebolleta. He himself could not make
the decision, but he believed that justice was on the side of the
Navaho. Not only did the settlers have sufficient farm land, but the
Canada de Pedro Padilla was the Navaho lookout for defense
against Apache invasion.
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Acting Governor Alberto Maynez agreed with these arguments,
but said that the settlers could make further representations to him.
A few clays later, however, the governor had second thoughts. On
July 2 he again wrote to Alcalde Gutierrez, saying that Santa Fe
alcalde Juan Rafael Ortiz had just retunl,ed from a journey to
Laguna via the Rio Puerco. In view of what Ortiz had to say about
the Navaho claims, he now pointed out that mere permission to
the Navaho to plant on the Puerco did not confer property rights.
In this case and in the case of the limd at the Canada de Pedro
Padilla, the decision would be made in favor of those who proved
ownership.
Meanwhile, in accordance with the governor's initial friendly
response to the Navaho claim, Gutierrez had commissioned Lieutenant Vicente Lopez to transfer the land at the Canada de Pedro
Padilla to the Navaho in the presence of the citizens of Cebolleta.
If any settler had planted only at the canada, the Navaho were to
allow him to stay until he had taken in his harvest. On July 5
Lopez carried out the assignment. At Cebolleta he appointed three
witnesses and summoned the comisionado de la plaza, Francisco
Aragon, and the settlers who had planted in the Canada de Pedro
Padilla. He told them that they must accompany him to the canada
to witness the transfer to Captain Segundo. Only four out of fifteen interested parties responded, but Lieutenant Lopez went
ahead with the transfer. He told Segundo to distribute the farm
land among his people pending any decision to the contrary from
higher authority. He noted that the plantings in the canada were
meager and uncultivated, while those near Cebolleta were "opulent" enough for even more settlers. He reiterated the opinion
that the Canada de Pedro Padilla was more useful in Navaho
hands, not only because the settlers had more than enough land
without it, but also because the Navaho guarded "this gateway to
our frontiers."
On July 7 Francisco Aragon and four settlers of Cebolleta appeared before Gutierrez to defend their rights. The alcalde was
unable to persuade them that the transfer would be beneficial to
both parties in the long run.
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When the governor learned of Gutierrez' action and of the
protest by citizens of Cebolleta, he explained that although he had
agreed with the alcalde's analysis of the situation at first glance,
that was by no means to be interpreted as an order to put the Navaho in possession. The governor believed that neither party had
proved ownership and the Canada de Pedro Padill~ was in effect a
buffer zone between them.
In order to cut this contention off at the root, my final decision is that
it shall remain, as it is, a boundary area in which the settlers of
Cebolleta and the Navaho people may freely graze their stock without making further claims [to the land]. Each party is to pay the other
for damage done to planted fields, according to universal custom.

Probably the compromise satisfied neither party, but, so far as we
know, dissension ceased for the time being. 63
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THE NAVAHO and the Apache remained at peace with the New
Mexicans for the next several years. During this period they now
and again tried their mettle against each other. When, in August
1809, four Navaho requested permission from the alcalde of Albuquerque to steal some horses from the Faraon and Mescalero
Apache in the Sierra Blanca, Governor Jose Manrique said that
there was no objection to the raid. 64 Minor conflicts with the
Faraon also occurred in I 813. 65
The Zuni folk had long been between the anvil and the hammer with the Navaho to the north and Apache to the south, as
events in the summer of 1815 illustrate. A few Navaho traveling
from Chelly to Zuni to trade set upon two Zuni boys they met,
took a pair of blue earrings and a hoe, and gave one of the lads a
severe beating. Apache stole some animals in a night raid. 66 On
October 2 Navaho interpreter Garda notified the Santa Fe authorities that a group of his wards had campaigned against the Mogollon Apache, killing one and taking six captives. About two weeks
later more than a hundred Mogollon Apache raided Zuni, where
they killed several persons and drove off a flock of sheep. The
pursuit party, too weak to retaliate, returned without satisfaction. 67
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[east] side of the Puerco." S-G, BLM, no. 66.
26. Diario de novedades, May 16, 1804. "He [Hosteen Beyal] insists
with some emphasis that the Mexicans never fought the Navaho in the
Chaco country; they came here to trade, bringing goods on pack horses and
in mule-drawn carts. These carts had wheels made of boards and bodies of
upright sticks. The trouble between the Mexicans and Navahos started,
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according to Hosteen Beyal, when four Mexican traders, watering· their
horses near a hogan, were playfully attacked by several Navahos. These
latter were bad Indians, according to our informant; they braided their
hair and dressed like Utes with the intention merely of frightening the
Mexicans. During the prank one of the traders was accidentally killed. The
others escaped and carried word of the attack. The Navaho-Mexican war
resulted," Neil M. Judd, "The Material Culture of Pueblo Bonito," Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. 124 (1954), pp. 346-47. Hosteen is
essentially correct about fighting in Chaco Canyon. The war referred to is
obscure, but the story is interesting.
27. Diario de novedades,-May 16, 1804. I assume that the Paraje de los
Canoncitos where the marauders tarried is the place of the same name
where Navaho live today about ten miles east of Cebolleta. "The largest
tributary canyon [of the Puerco] is known locally as Canoncito. It has a
wash running parallel to the Rio Puerco channel, for about twenty miles,
approximately three to five miles west. . . . The wash has cut its way
down on the west side of the valley." D. 1. Luhrs, "Observations on the
Rio Puerco of the East," El Palacio, vol. 42 (1937), p. 128. See also Jerold
Gwayn Widdison, "Historical Geography of the Middle Rio Puerco Valley,
New Mexico," NMHR, vol. 34 (1959), pp. 248-84.
28. Diario de las novedades, May 16, 1804.
29. Salcedo to Chacon, Chihuahua, June 8, 1804; SANM, no. 1735.
Salcedo to Chacon, Chihuahua, July 19, 1804; SANM, no. 1745. The
request for animals was to be fulfilled in January.
30. Salcedo to Chacon, Chihuahua, July 16, 1804; SANM, no. 1743.
Salcedo to Chacon, Aug. 8, 1804; SANM, no. 1748. Juan de Dios Pena of
the Santa Fe presidio brought home the ears of the slain enemy. Services of
.Pena. It was customary to hang the ears of dead Indians on the wall of the
governor's residence in Santa Fe.
3 I. Salcedo to Chacon, Aug. 8, 18°4. Salcedo to Chacon, Sept. 16,
1804; SANM, no. 1754. The term genizaro was applied in New Mexico to .
various Hispanicized non-Pueblo Indians and their racially mixed descendants.
32. Salcedo to Chacon, Sept. 16, 1804. This action is mentioned in the
service record of Lt. Col. Jose Silva, Santa Fe, Dec. 31, 1842. MANM.
. 33. Chacon to Jose Manuel Aragon, Santa Fe, Sept. 26, 1804; Town of
Cebolleta Grant. Salcedo to Chacon, Chihuahua, Sept. 16, 1804; quoted in
ibid. Salcedo to Chacon, Chihuahua, Oct. 5, 1804; SANM, no. 1763. Because of losses to Navaho (and to Apache in the Sacramento Mountains)
Salcedo promised 300 horses in January for service in New Mexico. Salcedo
to Chacon, Chihuahua, Oct. 5, 1804; SANM, no. 1766. Farfn to Chacon,
Laguna, Oct. 12, 1804; SANM, no. 1765.
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34. Salcedo to Chac6n, Chihuahua, Jan. I I, 1805; SANM, no. 1788.
35. Salcedo to Narbona, Bacoachi, Oct. 20, 1804; SANM, no. 1767.
Chac6n to Farin, Santa Fe, Nov. 20, 1804; SANM, no. 1774. Narbona to
Chac6n, Paraje del Vadito, Nov. 26, 1804; SANM, no. 1776.
36. Narbona to Chac6n, Laguna, Dec. 10, 1804; SANM, no. 1778.
37. As of Dec. 31, 18°4, the Santa Fe presidials were not well
equipped, having only 64 of a required 100 escopetas, and only 88 pistols.
SANM, no. 1785. Salcedo promised to supply the deficiencies. Salcedo to
Chac6n, Chihuahua, Jan. 10, 1805; SANM, no. 1787. These figures imply
that the garrison numbered 100. Concha had reported in 1794 that it was a
I2o-man company. Worcester, "Advice on Governing New Mexico," p. 250.
38. Salcedo to Narbona, Oct. 20, 1804.
39. Narbona to Chac6n, Zuni, Jan. 24, 1805; SANM, no. 1792. The
fight is mentioned by Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, p. 285, with
some discrepancies, and in Three New Mexico Chronicles, trans. and ed. by
H. Bailey Carroll and J. Villasana Haggard (Albuquerque, 1942), pp.
132-33. "At last," wrote Pedro Bautista Pino, "after many bloody encounters
and after the Navajoes had lost even Chell[y], their capital (which was well
fortified and admirably provided with men and arms), they sued for peace,
in 1805." The Opata Indians of Sonora, some of whom had accompanied
Narbona, had early accepted Spanish domination and had aided their conquerors against the Apache. They had received special attention for their
valor and faithfulness, and were acculturated rapidly. 'The 0rata . . .
have completely disappeared today as a cultural and ethnic entity." Jean B.
Johnson, "The Opata: An Inland Tribe of Sonora," University of New
Mexico Publications in Anthropology, no. 6 (Albuquerque, 1950), p. 7. .
40. Van Valkenburgh, "Tsosi Tells the Story of Massacre Cave," Desert
Magazine, vol. 3, no. 4 (Feb. 1940), pp. 22-25. A more plausible version
credits the name to the finding of two skeletons in 1882 by archaeologist
Col. James Stevenson who therefore adopted the name Can6n de los
Muertos. Cosmos MindelefF changed it fifteen years later to Can6n del
Muerto. David 1. De Harport, "Origin of the Name, Canon del Muerto,"
El Palacio, vol. 67 (1960), p. 96. Later a famous Navaho took Narbona's
name, which would seem to imply admiration for the alien warrior.
41. Real Alencaster to the Audiencia of Guadalajara, Santa Fe, March
31, 1805; SANM, no. 1802. He served until 1808.
42. Narbona to Chac6n, Zuni, Jan. 25, 1805; SANM, no. 1793.
43. Condiciones que deben hacerse a la Naci6n Navaho cuando se
ponga de Paz, Chac6n, Santa Fe, March 27, 1805; SANM, no. 1801. Cf.
Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, p. 285. The denial of gifts was a
distinct departure from protocol. When Indians visit Santa Fe, wrote Gov.
Concha, "One should have some person entrusted with their maintenance
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and meals, to whom should be credited two reaZes for each day during the
time of their residence. . . . As soon as they are disposed to return to their
camps, it is customary to regale them with some clothing, hats, mirrors,
orange paint, indigo, knives, cigars, sugarloaves, and so forth." This had
been the principal means of maintaining peace. Worcester, "Advice on
Governing New Mexico," pp. 242-43.
44. Real Alencaster to Salcedo, Santa Fe, April 12, 1805; SANM, no.
1810.
45. Real Alencaster to Salcedo, Santa Fe, May 15, 1805; SANM, no.
1828.
46. Real Alencaster to Salcedo, Santa Fe, May 22, 1805; SANM, no.
1834. Real Alencaster to Salcedo, May 15, 1805.
47. Real Alencaster to Salcedo, May 22, 1805.
48. Salcedo to Real Alencaster, Chihuahua, July 19, 1805; SANM,
no. 1859.
49. Real Alencaster to Salcedo, May 22, 1805. The name Mescalero

came to be applied most commonly to Apache in the Sierras Blanca and
Sacramento east of the Rio Grande, yet in the 1790'S a Spanish officer wrote
that "Zuni is menaced, to the south, by the Coyotero Apaches of the Pinal,
who are there called Mescaleros. . . ." George P. Hammond, ed., 'The
Zuniga Journal, Tucson to Santa Fe," NMHR, vol. 6 (1931), p. 63.
50. Fr. Jose de la Prada to Real Alencaster, Abiquiu, Aug. 18, 1805;
SANM, no. 1876.
.
51. Real Alencaster to Salcedo, Santa Fe, Oct. 2, 1805; SANM. no.
19°0.
52. Aragon to Real Alencaster, Laguna, Oct. II, 1805; SANM, no.
19°2.
53. Salcedo to Real Alencaster, Chihuahua, Dec. 19, 1805; SANM,
no. 1936.
54. Aragon to Real Alencaster, Laguna, Dec. 6,18°5; SANM, no. 1929.

55. Ibid. In order to maintain peace, Gov. Concha had noted, "there are
various Navajo chiefs, such as Carlos and Vicente, who are able to facilitate
the management of the others." Worcester, "Advice on Governing New
Mexico," p. 242.
56. Salcedo to Real Alencaster, Chihuahua, Dec. 19, 1805; SANM,
no. 1936.
57. Salcedo to Real Alencaster, Chihuahua, April 23, 1806; SANM,
no. 1985. Salcedo to Real Alencaster, Chihuahua, July 5, 1806; SANM,
no. 1998.
58. Real Alencaster, Instructions to Lt. Ignacio Sotelo, Santa Fe, Oct.
29, 1807; SANM, no. 2083. Nicolas de Almanza for Real Alencaster to
Salcedo, Santa Fe, Nov. 3, 1807; SANM, no. 2089.
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59. Petition to Real Alencaster, Laguna, Jan. 12, 1807, and approval,
Jan. 16, 1807, Town of Cebolleta Grant. "The towns of Marquez, Seboyeta,
Bibo, and Moquino are located in this grant. There are no through-flowing
streams, although several streams have water in their headward portions in
Mesa Chivato. Water Canyon, Cebolleta Canyon, and the canyon west of
Marquez each carry water, but the streams dry up as soon as they emerge
into the open country away from Mesa Chivato." Charles B. Hunt, "The
Mount Taylor Coal Field," U.S. Geo!. Survey, Bulletin 860-B (1936), p. 73.
60. Real Alencaster to Lorenzo Gutierrez, Santa Fe, May 25, 1808;
SANM, no. 2105. Gutierrez to Bartolome Baca, Pajarito, May 29, 1808;
ibid.
61. Baca, Diario, May 31-June 4, 1808. This did not end the competition. There seems to have been some internal conflict both among Navaho
and Spaniards over the planted fields in this area. See Juan Rafael Ortiz to
Acting Gov. Alberto Maynez, Santa Fe, July 2, 1808. Gutierrez to Jose
Antonio Chavez, Pajarito, July 6, 1808. Chavez to Gutierrez, Padillas, July
6, 1808. Gutierrez to Maynez, Pajarito, July 7, 1808. Maynez to Gutierrez,
Santa Fe, July 9, 1808. SANM, no. 2105.
62. Baca, Diario.
63. Ibid. Baca to Gutierrez, Tome, June 5, 1808. Gutierrez to Maynez,
Pajarito, June 1 I, 1808. [Maynez to Gutierrez], Santa Fe, June 23, 1808.
Ortiz to Maynez, July 2, 1808. Maynez to Gutierrez, Santa Fe, July 2, 1808.
Gutierrez to Lopez, Pajarito, July 3, 1808. Lopez to [Gutierrez], July 5,
1808. Gutierrez to Maynez, July 7, 1808. Maynez to Gutierrez, July 9,
1808. SANM, no. 2105.
64. Gov. Manrique to Salcedo, Santa Fe, Aug. 29, 1809; SANM, no.
2248. Manrique served from 1808 until 1814.
65. Vicente Lopez to Manrique, Laguna, Sept. 14, 1813; SANM, no.
25 1 4.
66. Rafael Baca to Gov. Maynez (second term, 1814-1816 ad interim),
Laguna, Aug. 7,1815; SANM, no. 2616.
67. Diario de las novedades, April-Dec. 1815; SANM, no. 2585.
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CAMPAIGNING ON THE UPPER GILA, 1756

JOHN L. KESSELL

of the Continental Divide, where the headwaters of
the RIO Gila break out of the imposing Sierra de Mogo1l6n, the
two commanders joined forces. Captain Bernardo Antonio de Bustamante y Tagle, trail-dusty after the long ride from Chihuahua,
reined up with sixty presidial regulars and as many tough Tarahumara Indian archers. From Sonora, tracking hostiles en route,
Captain Gabriel Antonio de Vild6sola, fifty regulars, one hundred and forty Opata Indian auxiliaries, a party of armed settlers,
and a Jesuit chaplain had gauged their march to arrive at the rendezvous by the appointed day, November 24, 1756.
Over three hundred fighting men in all, they made their base
camp on the shallow Gila near present-day Cliff, New Mexico,
with feed, wood, and water close by. This site in the pleasant, unpeopled valley, with its meandering river and its cottonwoods now
all but bare, they knew as Todos Santos. The assembled regulars,
whose irregular uniforms bore the stamp of frontier cavalry, had
been recruited for this joint campaign from Guajoquilla, Agua
Nueva, and Janos in Nueva Vizcaya, and Fronteras and Terrenate
in Sonora, so that no one garrison on the cordon was left severely
undermanned. These were soldados de cuera, troops born in the
saddle who took their name from the heavy, sleeveless, multi-layer
leather coats they wore, the best of which were made in New
Mexico of buckskin. For additional protection they carried oval
bull-hide shields. When fully armed the frontier horse soldier
wielded a steel-tipped lance, a short sword for close quarters, a
JUST WEST
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brace of pistols, and a regulation, muzzle-loading musket, or escopeta, which he was reluctant to fire. So long as a soldier could
brandish his loaded musket, even the bravest Apache had respect
for him. Once he fired however, any of his adversaries who survived was capable of launching a deadly barrage of arrows while he
reloaded. Hence the Indian. auxiliaries, outnumbering the presidials almost two to one, Tarahumara and 6pata who could match
the Apache arrow for arrow.!
The forty-eight-year-old Bustamante, ranking officer of the combined expedition, owed his position more to blood than merit. A
peninsular Spaniard and relative of New Mexico Governor Juan
Domingo Bustamante, he had served without apparent distinction
as lieutenant of the Santa Fe garrison and as lieutenant governor
of the province. He had supervised the reestablishment of Sandia
pueblo, brought in a few trespassing Frenchmen, and tried vainly
to keep the Navajo at Cebolleta and EncinaP In 1750 when
Comanche ambushed a large hunting party of Pecos Indians killing a hundred and fifty of them, then ambushed the Spaniards
sent out in response killing ten of them, Bustamante at the head
of seven hundred men had ridden forth to punish the barbarians.
The following account of what happened to don Bernardo while
camped on the Arkansas River is based upon a sarcastic report by
two Franciscans, obviously no admirers of the lieutenant governor.
Early one morning as the commander lay in bed como si estubiera a ellado de su muger (as if he were at his wife's side) a Comanche war party descended on the sleeping camp and ran off I, I 3 I
horses. On pain of death Bustamante forbade pursuit, and instead
returned to Santa Fe bragging of a victory. Almost on his heels
came the Comanche to barter. Brazenly these Indians poked fun at
the Spaniards and told how a mere ten warriors and twenty women
had done the deed!3
Shortly thereafter don Bernardo left New Mexico to assume
command at Cerro Gordo in Nueva Vizcaya. 4 When that presidio
was deactivated he received orders to build a new one for a sixtyman mobile company at Guajoquilla, today's Ciudad Jimenez in
southern Chihuahua. 5 As far south as his garrison was-nearly five
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hundred miles from Todos Santos-Captain Bustamante had to
reckon with the Gila Apache. To halt their frequent incursions he
urged construction of another presidio, to plug the gap between El
Paso and Janos, thereby preventing "numerous outrages of robbery
and killing."6 The other alternative was to carry the message of
Spanish steel to the very lairs of the enemy. For that purpose, don
Bernardo had ridden to the Gila in 1756.
His second-in-command, Captain Gabriel de Vild6so1a of Fronteras, enjoyed all the advantages of blood and station that Bustamante did, but he had talent too. Son of a hot-headed ex-governor
of Sonora, the thirty-four-year-old Basque had earned a considerable reputation as an Indian fighter. He was in fact soon to be
hailed "scourge of the Apache, hero of the entire province, and
shining ornament of the Spanish military."7 He may have brought
with him to the Gila his young protege, a fatherless lad by the
name of Juan Bautista de Anza.

THOUGH Bancroft claimed for it "the first definitely recorded exploration of the region,"S the Bustamante-Vild6so1a expedition was
not without precedent. Nine years earlier the Viceroy Conde de
Revillagigedo had ordered a massive general campaign to crush
once and for all the Gila Apache and their confederates, by which
he meant all the hostiles-Western Apache, Yavapai, and otherswho lived in and raided from the so-called Apacheria, an immense
crescentof territory stretching from the middle Rio Grande west to
the lower Colorado. Until the Spanish military cleared out this
great rats' nest, the king was wasting his cedulas when he called
for colonization on the Gila and the Colorado, for reconquest of
the apostate Hopi pueblos, and for a highway of communications
between New Mexico and Sonora. On raid after raid hostile bands
descended to steal and burn, then vanished into the fastness of
their wild country; only to come again the n'ext season, as one contemporary put it, "like the waves of the sea."9
The 1747 campaign was meant to make the frontier safe for
e,xpansion. The. viceroy'~ goal of perhaps a thoqsand men in the
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field required the. cooperative effort of three provinces and five
presidios-Santa Fe, El Paso, Janos, Fronteras, and Terrenate. So
strongly did he feel about the campaign that he decreed a fine of
six thousand pesos (about ten years' salary) as well as perpetual
loss of rank for any presidial captain who defaulted; and for the
governor of New Mexico an eight-thousand-peso fine and dismissal, or worse. As commander-in-chief he named the senior captain, Alonso Victores Rubi de Celis of El Paso, and as principal
consultant, or comisario, for the campaign the prominent and controversial New Mexico friar Father Juan Miguel Menchero.
This was to be an all-out effort. Indicative were the viceroy's
instructions to the captain at T errenate: recruit as many Indian
auxiliaries as you can, not only Upper Pima, but also Sobalpuri,
Papago, Cocomaricopa, Nixora, and all other tribes who hate
Apache. The whole frontier was asked to contribute provisions. As
usual the viceroy enjoined participants to offer the hostiles a chance
to accept the Faith and settle down; if they refused-as he knew
they would-then give them no quarter, have at them a sangre y

fuego. 10
At first the strategy called for a simultaneous invasion of the
Apacheda from all sides with the various contingents joining
forces deep in enemy territory. But when the governor of New
Mexico, JoaquIn Codallos y Rabal, defaulted, the original plan of
attack was scrapped. Codallos, who earlier had assured the viceroy
"I shall do blindly all that is ordered of me,"ll suddenly shifted
priorities when Ute and "Chaguago" Indians savagely attacked
Abiquiu. He simply did not have at his disposal the military resources to cope with the northern crisis and at the same time take
part in the viceroy's pet project. Therefore, instead of dispatching
thirty soldiers, forty 'settlers, and sixty Indians to rendezvous with
Captain Rubi de Celis on the Mimbres River September 30, Governor Codallos girded against the northern raiders and set about
gathering testimony to calm an angry viceroy.12
With the New Mexico contingent out of the picture, the remaining four commands combined for a march in force through
the Apacheria. In the grumbling, ·swearing, laughing expeditionary
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force of seven hundred rode a young militia captain from El Paso,
later colonial New Mexico's foremost cartographer. As engineer,
Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco was charged with mapping their
route. IS Though neither the map nor any of the campaign journals
demanded by the viceroy has come to light, it is possible from other
contemporary sources, sketchy though they are, to piece together
the expedition's futile operations.
Provisioned for a four-month campaign, they advanced up the
RIO Grande to the Jornada del Muerto and from there struck west
for the RIO Mimbres. Herding well over a thousand remounts, and
strung out as they skirted the mountains, they gave clamorous
notice of their presence. From the Mimbres Valley the expedition
crossed over to the Gila, probably passing by the future site of Silver City. Small detachments operating from the main body charged
into canyons and assaulted rocky summits in an effort to trap hostile bands. Although no body counts are available, they evidently
took some captives. 14
Descending the Gila into present-day Arizona they came upon
and named the RIO San Francisco. Following its course upstream
the Spaniards and their mixed Indian allies campaigned north
across the Mogollon Plateau. Now in the very heart of hostile territory, the seven hundred found no one to punish. The Apache, no
fools, had temporarily vacated their haunts and were raiding the
frontier with impunity.15
The big expedition of 1747 had a secondary objective: to explore approaches to the provinces of Zuni and Hopi. Ever since the
Great Revolt of 1680 the Hopi had thumbed their noses at Spanish
domination. Though most Spaniards took for granted their eventual reconquest, a question of religious jurisdiction had arisen.
Who would actually lead these wayward souls back to the lap of
the Holy Mother Church, the Jesuits of Sonora or the Franciscans
of New Mexico? Father Menchero, representing the latter, meant
to insure a victory for the friars. When the w~ry column wound
down out of the mountains onto the North Plains in the vicinity
of Zuni Salt Lake, no one knew just where they were. Menchero
urged them on. When they came to a trail the irrepressible Fran-
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ciscan volunteered to reconnoiter it with the Captain of Fronteras
and a small detachment. It led to Acoma. Doubling back with
Acoma and Laguna auxiliaries to guide them, Menchero and company rejoined the others and all moved on to Zuni. 16
There they found a large delegation of Hopi principales waiting
for them. Having got word that Spaniards were coming, perhaps to
build presidios in Hopi territory, these representatives had hastened to Zuni to prostrate themselves before Captain Rubf de Celis
and the friars "promising to do whatever was desired of them, and
giving assurance that already they were completely loyal, even as
before their rebellion."17 The Hopi performance was convincing,
but the weather proved even more so. Fierce cold and heavy snows
caused Rubf de Celis to cancel the proposed excursion to Hopi. ls
At Zuni he mustered out his Pima auxiliaries who made a beeline
south for their desert thereby demonstrating the feasibility of a
direct route between New Mexico and Sonora. 19 He then ordered
the rest of the expedition eastward toward the Rfo Grande. The
Hopi went home smug.
The weather did not improve. Drifting snow impeded the progress of men and horses. By early December the half-frozen hundreds had reached the Rfo Grande near Albuquerque. Their only
thoughts were of home. At this juncture Governor Codallos, having met the northern challenge, decided to join the general campaign. In a selfish effort to favorably impress the viceroy he sent his
lieutenant governor, the trusty Bernardo de Bustamante, and a
hundred and fifty-five men slogging through snow and ice to catch
up with Rub! de Celis. 20 At Sevilleta, north of Socorro, they did.
Rubf had absolutely no use for them then, and he told them so.
Back in Santa Fe Bustamante reported that despite the foul weather he had, both going and coming, observed military regulations
"with vanguard and rear guard and the remounts always close,
night and day, with the necessary men for their protection and a
change of pickets each of the four watches;"21
The costly, little-known general offensive of 1747, "Father
Menchero's campaign" as the people called it, had kept an estimated seven hundred men in the field for three months and a
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thousand miles. Evidently the first large-scale, concerted effort
against the Western Apache-a quarter century before the Provincias Internas-the 1747 campaign has been virtually ignored, probably because it failed so miserably.
''They returned," wrote one high-ranking Jesuit bitterly, "without having gained a single advantage."22 The harassed missionaries
of Sonora, who had contributed Indian auxiliaries, horses, provisions, and money, complained that the Apache raiders were now
bolder than ever. In 1754 the departing governor of Nueva Vizcayawarned his successor, "Today one cannot venture beyond the
outskirts of Chihuahua without danger of enemy attack."23 The
bishop of Durango, ~hose immense diocese included the beleaguered northwest, reported his revenues from tithes down fifty
per cent on account of Indian depredations. 24

SOME OF THE MEN who camped at Todos Santos with Captains
Bustamante and Vildosola late in November of 1756 were veterans
of Father Menchero's campaign. They had no illusions about the
enemy. This time there was no talk of crushing the Gila Apache
at one blow. They would search out and destroy hostiles wherever
they found them, from the Gila Wilderness west to the San Simon
Valley, in the hope that, as the Jesuit chaplain put it, "through
punishment, the enemy's boldness will be checked." In other
words, an eye for an eye.
The reports Bustamante and Vildosola submitted to headquarters, that is to the governors of Nueva Vizcaya and Sonora, have
been lost or buried in the archives. 25 We have only the chaplain's
account. Not the routine daily log of a military man, the observations of Father Bartolome Saenz lack the continuity that would
permit a precise camp-by-camp retracing of the expedition's exact
route. Yet he included much that would not have concerned a
soldier.
Addressing himself to a Jesuit superior in Mexico City, Father
Saenz tried to provide information that would prove useful "should
the reduction of this bellicose Apache nation ever be achieved." Of
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more interest to him than tallying Apache Indians killed or captured was the countryside itself, the varied scene of cactus and
pinon pine, of impassable gorge and saline flat. He stressed the
region's potential, limited though it was, and told of likely mission
sites, of mesquite beans and mescal, of the fish in the Gila and the
beaver on its banks. He commented on the Apache way of life and
on the visible remains of earlier occupation. He was fascinated by
a doll found in the debris of an Apache camp and by stone ruins
and painted potsherds. As his horse sweated and stumbled under
him he pondered the origin of the ancients who had built along
the Gila. And he, like so many travelers after him, was led to speculate. Finally, with tongue in cheek, he told how the Sierra de
Mogollon got its name.
For the swarthy, pock-marked, forty-one-year-old Father Saenz,
a Spaniard by birth, life on the frontier had been a constant trial.
Some eight years earlier he had arrived at the notorious mission of
Caborca in the Sonoran Desert. Try as he might he could not win
the confidence of the fickle natives, Day after day they opposed
him, till finally he broke under the strain and begged to be recalled.
His superiors considered the case, then entrusted him to the goodnatured missionary at Guevavinear present-day Nogales, Arizona,
for occupational therapy. A few months later, a new man, he accepted the mission of Cuquiarachi south of today's Douglas. 26
There, with the presidials at Fronteras as neighbors and with his
Gpata charges seemingly content, Father Saenz might have looked
forward to an uneventful ministry-but for the Gila Apache.
Time and again they swept down to terrorize his mission. One
San Juan's Day eve four of his Gpata were outside sawing boards
for a new cart. Before they knew it, the Apache had them: three
died, one got away.27 On the trail to Todos Santos in 1756, Bartolome Saenz no longer needed therapy. By this time, he was a
veteran.
For weeks they chased Apache on the upper Gila. Then in
column they swung south to San Simon. Ahead in the distance
loomed the dark and rocky Sierra de Chiricahua, traditional
gathering place of Apache raiders. Looking over their fatigued
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men and spent horses, the captains decided against an assault. Instead they declared the campaign at an end, parted company, and
rode for their respective presidios with what captives and booty
they had. The final tally as recorded by the governor of Sonora
credited the campaign with thirty braves killed, two brought back
alive, and thirty-seven women and children captured,28 which
totals, incidentally, do not square with those of Father Saenz. Soon
Apache spokesmen appeared to negotiate the usual exchanges. To
ransom their dependents, the hostiles agreed to deliver up "their
wretched Christian captives who wail in barbarous confinement
under their crude mistreatment."29
The 1756 Bustamante-Vild6sola expedition killed some Apache
braves, giving the others something to think about and something
to avenge; it brought back Apache women and children for use as
slaves or for barter; it proved that Spaniards were men; but as a
deterrent to future Apache raiding, it, like Father Menchero's campaign, failed notably. "During November and December . . .
1756," wrote Father Saenz' superiors in their annual report to
Rome,
the Captain of Fronteras penetrated to the most remote places of
these Apache, taking many prisoners and leaving not a few of the
enemy dead . . . a demanding journey that covered nearly two hundred leagues [over five hundred miles]. With all this, who would have
believed it? Har.dly had he returned to his presidio when the Apache
returned to their attacks on our missions. Although the same captain
successfully drove them back again . . . they caused several deaths,
committed depredations, stole whatever they found, and everywher~
spread new though familiar terror and sudden dread,30

A year later Chaplain Saenz rode again with Captain Vild6sola
and Lieutenant Anza on an arduous mid-summer campaign to and
beyond the Gila. Again they took captives. When the Jesuit questioned these Apache about the dark-colored blankets and buffalo
robes they had in their possession, he was made to understand that
these trade items had come from a sheep-raising people seven days
to the north. They must mean the Hopi, reasoned Saenz, who
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proceeded in his report to outline a scheme whereby Jesuit chaplains operating from the south with military expeditions might
peacefully penetrate and lure back to the Church the apostate
Hopi pueblos. 31 That the king and the Jesuit hierarchy had already
conceded the spiritual reconquest of the Hopi-to the Franciscans of
New Mexico had not apparently impressed Bartolome Saenz.
The Gila Apache kept coming. Father Saenz grew increasingly
critical of the inadequate protection afforded his mission by his
neighbor Captain Vild6sola. 32 The retaliatory expeditions seemed
only to provoke the Apache further. A bolder solution was needed.
Bishop Pedro Tamar6n y Romeral of Durango, reviving the onemighty-blow strategy of 1747, conceived of a great pincers movement that would encompass the entire Apacheria. The crux of the
bishop's proposal was an invasion of infantrymen-three to four
thousand of them!-supported by presidial cavalry. Judged financially and militarily unfeasible, the plan did provide a theoretical
precedent for later general campaigns. 33 New Mexico map maker
Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco, who looked upon the hostile "Province of Gila" as Spain's one great obstacle to expansion north and
northwest, offered an alternative. Instead of hit-or-miss expeditions
from without, he called for the establishment of three heavily
garrisoned settlements within-one in the valley of San Pedro de
Alcantara,34 apparently in the vicinity of Todos Santos; a second on
the Rio Mimbres; and a third on the Rio Grande opposite the
paraje of San Pascual some forty-five miles north of today's Truth
or Consequences. 35 Miera's plan too was deemed impracticable.
By the late 1780's a partially effective solution had been put
into effect. It involved three proven elements: I) Indian diplomacy
designed to break up key hostile alliances-Gila Apache and Navajo, for example-and set enemy against enemy; 2) a large-scale
program of welfare and trade concessions to reward and render
dependent those bands who chose to ally with the Spaniards or
settle down; and 3) relentless military pursuit of unregenerates.
The Western Apache were in a sense controlled,36 and for a generation the frontier breathed easier. But it proved only a respite. In
the welter of Independence, Mexico killed the dole and that killed
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the peace. When the U.S. Anny marched in at mid-century, the
region was as much a lair for Apache marauders as it had been a
hundred years earlier.
It is not surprising that the soldiers in blue believed themselves
the first campaigners on the Rio Gila, or that they considered their
occasional victories uniquely heroic. 37 Colonels Dixon S. Miles and
W. W. Loring had never heard of Captains Bustamante and Vildosola. 3s They were as ignorant of their Spanish predecessors as
was James Ohio Pattie, that footloose braggart who during the mid1820'S trapped beaver on the upper Gila, "a river," in his words,
"never before explored by white people."39
That would have amused Bartolome Saenz, who observed the
same animal on the same river a long time before.

FATHER SAENZ' superiors filed his brief chronicle in the central
archive of the Jesuit Province of New Spain in Mexico City. In
1767 with the summary expulsion of that Order, the Saenz document and hundreds more bearing upon the northern missions
passed to the Franciscans. Late in the century the chaplain's account was copied and included in the so-called "Memorias de
Nueva Espana," a monumental collection sent to Spain as documentation for a proposed general history of the Indies. Today the
triplicate set of the Memorias is preserved in Mexico City as the
first thirty-two volumes of the Archivo General's Seccion de
Historia.
In the case of the Saenz document the eighteenth-century copyist not only left out several lines and altered others, but he also
inistranscribed the author's name-Father Saenz became Father
Sanchez. This copy later appeared in print in Documentos para la
historia de Mexico, Cuarta Serie, tomo I (Mexico, 1856), pp.
88-94, inaccuracies and all. Hubert Howe Bancroft, following the
Documentos version, devoted a paragraph and a long footnote
(North Mexican States, vol. I, p. 557) to the Bustamante-Vildosola expedition, citing as his source Father Bartolome Sanchez.
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Meanwhile, the Mexican government had suppressed religious
houses and confiscated their archives. Most of the material seized
wound up in the newly created Biblioteca Nacional, where the
original of Father Saenz' report remains today, part of the immensely rich manuscript division. 40
THE CHAPLAIN'S ACCOUNT

Important

The Peace of Christ, etc.

My very esteemed Father Procurator and Rector
Juan Antonio Baltasar: 41
Now that Father Visitor Carlos de Rojas 42 has requested the
annual financial statements and letters for Your Reverence, I am
taking the opportunity of sending this with the desire that Your
Reverence enjoys perfect health, and that the short account you
have waited for suffices as best it can. Actually I still do not know
if Your Reverence has done me the favor this year of sending all
or part of what I requested last year for our dependents.
Having been designated by the Father Visitor, I set out on
November 1 [1756] with Captain don Gabriel on an Apache campaign. We proceeded from this presidio of Fronteras43 on a direct
line northeastward some eighty-four leagues to the place called
T odos Santos. 44 This is where the Rio Gila issues forth from the
great Sierra de Mogollon,45 of whose interior, until now, nothing
has been known, and consequently nothing of the source of this
extremely large river. At this rendezvous we were joined by sixty
regulars from the presidios of Janos, Agua Nueva and Guajoquilla 46 commanded by Captain don Bernardo de Bustamante, and
sixty Tarahumara archers. Added to those who accompanied us
they brought our total strength to one hundred and ten regulars
and two hundred auxiliary archers, for we had brought with us one
hundred and forty Opatas and some fifty regulars, ten from the
presidio of Terrenate,47 and the rest from this presidio of Fronteras,
as well as a number of citizens from the Oposura VaIley.48
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In getting to this place [Todos Santos] to join forces on November 24, we had time to spare. It was not wasted however. Instead,
the following ranges were reconnoitered in search of the enemy:
the Pitaicachi, Embudos, Espuelas, Enmedio, and Las Animas,
these being southeast of this presidio in the direction of Janos. 49
Only in the Sierra de las Animas were traces of a rancheria 50 found,
and although five braves were overtaken, because they were erroneously thought to be an advanced party of Opata, they managed
to get themselves out of the neat circle which our men were already
forming.
From the Sierra de las Animas via the waterhole in the Playa de
Santo Doming051 we traveled to the north, beyond that waterhole
some thirty leagues through an area without water, until we
reached the Rio Gila. On this leg of the journey while searching
for water in a canyon, enemy tracks were discovered accidentally.
Following them, the soldiers succeeded in killing two and in capturing another two in the range they call the Penol de los Janeros. 52
From the Gila we proceeded, more to the east than to the north,
some twelve leagues to the waterhole of Santa Luda53 through
rough terrain, and from there six more leagues to the waterhole of
Todos Santos. Here it was intended to reconnoiter the Sierra de
Mogollon, though the reconnaissance was carried out only in so far
as thirty Tarahumara climbed one of the summits near the outlet
of the Gila to see if there were a route into the interior along the
river bed. They went up at night, and they observed the following
day that at a short distance from the outlet two forks of the stream
united forming the Gila. The first, of greater volume, flowed from
south to north; the second from north to south, and both, once
joined, flowed west,54 The way along the river bed revealed itself
to all appearances impossible because the many boulders would
have prevented passage of the horses, and even more so in the narrows that were descried up the forks.
At this point a detachment set out to the north for the Rio de
San Francisc055 to find out if by following its bed or banks one
could get through either to the northeast, the direction from which
it flows, or to the west, toward which it runs. It was found impass-
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able in either direction because of the narrow gorge between sheer
crags of great height along its banks. During this journey from one
river to the other, some twenty leagues, the soldiers came upon the
tracks of two ranchedas. At the first they were only able to capture
a single brave and kill two; at the second, seven women and children Cpiezas) were seized. Both ranchedas were in flight, having
got word of the nearness of our troops.
From Todos Santos on, one begins to see ruins of ancient buildings with square patios, as well as other vestiges of earthenware
jugs, ollas, and pots decorated with a variety of colors of paints. 56
On the ground I also saw clearly that they had brought an irrigation ditch which carried the water to their fields at that very extensive site. It is large enough for a fine town or mission should the
reduction of this bellicose Apache nation ever be achieved. At the
place called La Casita downriver to the west there is another similar
site, perhaps ten leagues distant. 57 Here also I saw similar ruins. I
am convinced that between here and the Pimerfa, toward which
the currents of this river lead, the Seven Cities, of which there is
some knowledge, must have been built. 58
Ten leagues from this site.of La Casita, also downriver, we came
upon another similar and extensive one. 59 Because it was new to as
many of us as gathered there, and because it was an excellent
wanderers' rest, it was given tpe name of San Francisco Xavier. Six
leagues from here in the same direction, Captain don Gabriel de
Vild6sola assured me, the levelness of the country along this river
was much more apparent. It was not possible to go on down to the
confluence of the Gila and the equally large San Francisco, as I
wished to, because our main objective remained the same. Thus,
the fact that traces of a rancherfa had been found in the area between the two rivers caused the commanding captain, don Bernardo de Bustamante, to seek their punishment. This resulted in
his capturing eleven women and children and leaving three of the
enemy dead in the field.
No less good fortune accompanied Captain don Gabriel operating from T odos Santos on the bank of the Gila nearest the San
Francisco along a stretch of some five leagues where the river flows
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through a gorge. 60 Pursuing another rancheria he surmounted the
heights and by sheer determination stayed on its trail against a
torrent of hardships caused by the rugged terrain, until he succeeded to the greatest degree in the greatest triumph. Indeed, that
stronghold only provided the enemy, wishing to Bee the assault,
with a fatal precipice. There seventeen women and children were
captured in addition to those of the enemy who died obstinate in
their defense, who apparently were seven in number.
United at the place called La Casita, we continued on to San
[Francisco] Xavier. Six leagues from here both a group of fifty
Gpata who were accompanying don Gabriel and he himself came
upon different tracks, which they followed in two detachments.
These tracks led them to the Sierra de San Marcial 61 south of the
Gila. Both rancherias, in different places, were assaulted, ten
women and children were captured, and three of the enemy were
left dead, if not more, because the number only wounded who Bed
was not calculated.
From San Xavier we swung back to the south to San Sim6n 62
where the troops separated because of the impossibility of operating in the Sierra Chiricahua (Chiguicagui), an extremely rugged
range. We returned to this presidio [Fronteras] with the horses in
bad shape on account of the diseased swelling of their feet (gabarro) they suffered at the outset of the campaign. Something at least
had been done to see if, through punishment, the boldness of the
enemy would be checked. Fifteen captive children came to my
village of Cuqui,hachi to see if any sort of work gang (pueble)
could be made of them. Captain don Gabriel determined this, and
the governor approved it.
Because the Apache had turned to robbery even during feigned
peace and had stolen some cattle from the vicinity of the presidio,
once again last February 2 I the captain sent word that auxiliaries
be recruited from these villages. Proceeding to the Sierra Chiricahua, more than thirty leagues distant, they succeeded in killing
seven, counting men and women, and they brought back twentyone captive children. They say that there were many Apache in
this range, and it does not surprise me, because at this season al-
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ready the ranchedas are gathering in a certain rugged area nearby.
The braves come together to plan their campaign, after which they
divide up into bands torob and kill throughout the whole province,
just as we have experienced these past years. 63 I well know that don
Gabriel wants to gather auxiliaries and set out next month on a
campaign, though the rigors of winter leave the horses in such bad
shape I do not know that they could last long on such a campaign.
The Apache country possesses sites for settlement only along the
Rio Gila. San Bernardino, fifteen leagues distant from this presidio,
would support some population. 64 The place called San Simon in
addition to being alkaline does not accumulate sufficient water for
this purpose, although the land is extremely open. It is twenty-two
leagues from San Bernardino. From San Simon north to San
Xavier on the Gila must be just short of twenty leagues. The
Canada de Guadalupe,65 San Luis,66 and the Playa de Santo
Domingo hardly have enough water to raise cattle alone. Only at
the waterhole in the Canada de Santa Luda near Todos Santos is
there some; as wen as decent lands for a small settlement.
Of the various mountain ranges the largest, most massive, and
roughest appears to be the Mogollon, although up until now it was
thought to be the Chiricahua. The latter range, because it is not a
source of water, being located in such a cold place, seems less commendable than the former. Moreover, from appearances, it is plainly just a great lofty spine Some fifteen leagues long. 67
The Apache plant plots of maize from Todos Santos along the
entire Rio Gila and in the Canada de Santa Luda. From the place
called La Casita on up the Gila and around Santa Luda there are
already many pinon pines. Mescal68 begins at about the half-way
point between the Gila and San Simon coming this way. On the
plains of the Playa de Santo Domingo and San Simon one finds an
abundance of mesquite beans (pechita),69 and in the rocky places
close by the Indians have bored holes in the shape of mortars in
which to grind them. In addition, even on the plains themselves
they have stones bored in this fashion and metates.
As for game, there are deer, mule deer, pronghorn, rabbits, jack
rabbits, and quail. The Gila abounds with two kinds of fish about
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three quarters of a vara and even a full vara [about thirty-three
inches] long. Although the matalote is somewhat bony and also appears to be not very heavy there, the other kind is very easy on the
digestion. 70 I did not see, nor did I learn that they had caught even
a single catfish, which is all one finds here in Sonora in the rivers.
The Gila also nurtures beaver which gnaw and fell the willows and
cottonwoods. 71 Shrub willows also are found along its banks.
The Apache do not seem to have permanent homes; instead,
wherever they stop to gather a bit of maize or grass seed,72 they
build a few little half-huts of no more than branches. In the
rancheria that don Gabriel assaulted, a decorated doll of jiguites73
and little deer hoofs was found; also many prepared deer skins and
buffalo hides which they say are brought by the Comanche, whom
the Apache call Natage,74 in trade for horses and mules.
The distance from Todos Santos to New Mexico, don Bernardo
de Bustamante maintained, he would cover without doubt in three
days; and several more experienced persons who had already gone
from there to Zuni said the same thing. 75 The name Mogollon
came to be applied to that range, Bustamante related, because a
governor of New Mexico named Mogollon76 was on the trail of
some horse-stealing Apache who drove them into that range on the
New Mexico side. Some citizens who were ahead of him entered
the mountains but seeing their extreme ruggedness and that the
horses were in there, turned around to get out. Just then the governor arrived. When asked, the citizens informed him that the
horses were in a place' from which it would be impossible to free
them because of bad terrain and because the Apache were many.
He scoffed at this reasoning and, attributing it to their cowardice,
commanded his soldiers to enter. And with them he went directly
to where the horses were. As he got near them, so many Apache
sprang forth upon him that he had to depart with the greatest difficulty, Beeing, leaving behind him dead seven of his soldiers. He
even lost his hat. This memorable event gave to the range the name
of Mogollon. 77
This is what can be noted. If indeed some of it is worthy of note,
it is because of the diligence Your Reverence displays in the ac-
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quisition of information that may facilitate the conversion of
these heathens whose invasions have ruined the inhabitants of
these frontiers. Your Reverence will pardon the nuisance and overlook with your accustomed charity the defects of so prolix a narrative.
May God Our Lord guard the life of Your Reverence many
years. I commend myself to your Masses. Village of San Xavier de
Cuchuta,78 March 6, 1757.
1 serve Your Reverence from the heart,

Bartolome Saenz, S.].
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41. The influential Father Bahasar, who had served from 1750 to 1753
as Father Provincial, highest-ranking Jesuit in New Spain, was now rector
of the Colegio de San Andres in Mexico City as well as procurator, or
treasurer, of the missions. For a biographical sketch, see Peter M. Dunne,
S.J., Juan Antonio Balthasar, Padre Visitador to the Sonora Frontier, 17441745 (Tucson, 1957), pp. 33-44.
42. Father Rojas, missionary at Arizpe, had been named Father Visitor,
or superior, of the Sonora missions in 1753. During much of his long
career he held some elevated position, including that of Father Visitor General of all the Jesuit missions in northwestern New Spain. Pradeau, pp.
210-14.
43. Thirty miles south of present-day Douglas, the presidio of F~onteras
had been erected in the early 1690'S to protect the northeastern sector of
the Sonora frontier.
44. Todos Santos, in the vicinity of today's Cliff, had been suggested a
decade earlier by Vild6sola's father as a possible site for a 10o-man presidio.
Navarro Garda, pp. 89~0. Though Miera y Pacheco failed to show it on
his 1758 map, in the 1760'S the name appeared on several maps whose makers seem to have relied on the Saenz account for their renditions of the
upper Gila region. See for example, "Sonorae Tabulam," ibid., no. 65, following p. 112. On Ger6nimo de la Rocha y Figueroa's 1784 map of the
upper Gila and environs, T ados Santos was again omitted. Thomas, map
following p. 252. For a thorough treatment of later U.S. forts and encamp-
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ments in the area, see Lee Myers, "Military Establishments in Southwestern
New Mexico: Stepping Stones to Settlement," NMHR, vol. 43 (1968), pp.
5-48. A league was equal to about two and a half miles in this case. Eightyfour leagues, or two hundred and ten miles, on a direct line would have put
the Vild6sola contingent well beyond Todos Santos. Counting their deviations, however, they might easily have covered that distance.
45. Father Saenz included as part of the Sierra de Mogo1l6n the mountains labeled on some present maps the Diablo Range. From his vantage
point near Todos Santos he could see only the southern portion of the
Mogo1l6n Mountains.
46. The garrisons of Janos, Agua Nueva, and Guajoquilla guarded
Nueva Vizcaya; all were located in the present Mexican state of Chihuahua. Janos, founded in 1690, lay some ninety miles south of the midway
point between Lordsburg and Deming, New Mexico. It was the next
presidio east of Fronteras on the cordon. Agua Nueva was one of the garrisoned haciendas north of Chihuahua City. Guajoquilla, far south, stood
within the limits of today's Ciudad Jimenez. The Marques de Rubi vis,ited
them all. For descriptions, see Lawrence Kinnaird, ed., The Frontiers of
New Spain, Nicolas de Lafora's Description, 1766-1768 (Berkeley, 1958).
47. Built and manned in 1742, the presidio of Terrenate was located in
Sonora on the headwaters of the Rio San Pedro some twenty miles due
south of present-day Fort Huachuca, Arizona. At the very time that the
Bustamante~Vild6sola expedition was operating on the upper Gila, Captain
Francisco Elias of Terrenate was pursuing a destructive band of Gila Pimas
farther downstream to the west. Father Baltasar heard about this expedition
too from another Jesuit chaplain. Arthur D. Gardiner, ed., "Letter of Father
Middendorff, S.J., Dated from Tucson, 3 March 1757," The Kiva, vol. 22
(1957), pp. 1-10.
48. South of Fronteras in the valley of the river now called the Moctezuma, formerly the Rio de Oposura, there lived a large Spanish population.
49. The Sierras de Pitaicachi, Embudos, Espuelas, and Enmedio seem
to have been close to or parts of the present Sierras de la Cabellera and San
Luis lying along the state line between Sonora and Chihuahua just south
of the international border, while the Sierra de las Animas was the Animas
Range of extreme southwestern New Mexico.
50. Father Saenz used the word rancheria to refer both to a group of
Apache and to the temporary villages or camps in which they lived.
51. In the Playas region south of Lordsburg.
52. Likely the Pyramid Mountains immediately south of Lordsburg.
53. Early U.S. Army maps show the Ojo de Santa Lucia some six to
ten miles up Mangas Creek from its confluence with the Gila. It is known
today as Mangas Spring. Myers, p. 10.
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54. The Jesuit seems to be describing the confluence of Turkey Creek,
the northern or smaller fork, and the Gila proper, the larger southern fork,
a dozen miles upstream from Cliff. From the top of a prominent peak on
the north side of the river, evidently the one climbed by the Tarahumara,
the ruggedness of both canyons can be seen. Just downstream from this
confluence is the proposed Hooker Dam site.
55. The San Francisco River, a major tributary of the Gila, flows south
from extreme west central New Mexico, crosses over into Arizona, and joins
the Gila south of the town.of Clifton.
56. For a brief general description of the ruins in this area, see A. F.
Bandelier, Final Report of Investigations Among the Indians of the Southwestern United States, Part 2 (Cambridge, 1892), pp. 347-65. Neither
Walter Hough's Antiquities of the Upper Gila and Salt River Valleys in
Arizona and New Mexico, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 35
(Washington, 1907) nor his Culture of the Ancient Pueblos of the Upper
Gila River Region, New Mexico and Arizona, United States National Museum, Bulletin 87 (Washington, 1914) covers the specific sector of the Gila
traversed by Father Saenz, though the various items of material culture
discussed and illustrated presumably are similar to those mentioned by the
Jesuit. See also Carl Sauer and Donald Brand, "Pueblo Sites in Southeastern Arizona," University of California Publications in Geography, vol. 3
(1930), pp. 4 15-5 8.
57. Like Todos Santos, La Casita had been suggested in 1746 as a
possible presidial site. Navarro Garda, pp. 89-90' The ruins must have been
considerable; some maps of the 1760'S show a structure there. Captain Manuel de Echeagaray broke camp at lila Casita de Gila" on October 23, 1788.
The very same day fifty-eight years later, Lt. W. H. Emory mentioned in
the same area passing by "one of the long-sought ruins." Notes of a Military
Reconnoissance, from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in
California, Including Parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila Rivers,
30th Cong., 1St Sess" Sen. Exec. Doc. No. 7 (Washington, 1848), p. 64.
La Casita stood in the vicinity of present Redrock, New Mexico.
58. Vestiges of ancient civilization along this stretch of the Gila seemed
to stimulate the traveler's imagination. Ninety years after Father Saenz,
Emory commented in a similar vein: 'We were now approaching the regions made famous in olden times by the fables of Friar Marcos, and eagerly
did we ascend every mound, expecting to see in the distance . . . the
fabulous 'Casa Montezuma.' " Emory, p. 6+ .
59. Near today's Duncan, Arizona. In this area Emory passed "the ruins
of two more villages similar to those of yesterday." Ibid., p. 65.
60. Evidently this was the "Canada de Todos Santos" scoured by a
detachment of the Cordero expedition in late November 1785. Thomas, p.
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289. The canyon though deep is wide enough in places to afford ideal
campsites. Much of it will be Hooded if Hooker Dam is built.
61. The northernmost portion of the Peloncillo Mountains just across
the state line into Arizona, or perhaps the nearby Whitlock Mountains.
62. In the vicinity of modern San Simon, Arizona, in the valley of the
same name.
63. Speaking in 1796 of Apache raiding strategy, Lt. Col. Antonio
Cordero asserted that "Once an offensive expedition has been decided upon
. . . they choose in the interior of some mountain range of the district a
rugged terrain which is defended by nature, provided with water and wild
fruits, where they leave their families in safety with a small escort. They
leave this place divided into small parties . . . and they come together
again at the time and place agreed upon, near the country which they have
decided to invade." Daniel S. Matson and Albert H. Schroeder, eds., "Cordero's Description of the Apache-1796," NMHR, vol. 32 (1957), p. 345. It
would be difficult to imagine a more desirable base of operations from the
Apaches' standpoint than the rocky, almost impenetrable Chiricahuas of
southern Arizona.
64. In the mid-1770'S the presidial garrison of Fronteras was moved
north temporarily to San Bernardino, a site west of Douglas, and evidently
just south of the international border. During the early Mexican period,
raiding Apache caused the abandonment of a large cattle ranch in the
area. For a description of "the ruins of the hacienda of San Bernardino" in
1851, see John Russell Bartlett, Personal Narrative of Explorations and
Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora, and Chihuahua, vol.
I (New York, 1854), pp. 255-56.
65. On the 1784 map by Rocha, the Canada de Guadalupe is a pass
through the mountains just east of San Bernardino, the same Guadalupe
Pass through which Cooke's emigrant road later wound its way. Bartlett
called it "a frightful canon." Ibid., pp. 252-55; illustration following p. 254.
66. San Luis was on the eastern side of the Sierra de Embudos, part of
the present Sierra de San Luis.
67. This would seem to be an accurate rendering in the context of the
report, yet the Spanish reads: De las Sierras la maior mas corpulenta y
aspera parece ser la de Mogollon, aunque hasta aora estaba en inteligencia
de que 10 era Chiguicagui, pero el mismo no ser manantial de Aguas en
Parage tan frio parece que no la haze tan recomendable a esta, fuera de que
a la vista solo se manifiesta ser un espinazo largo y encumbrado, como IS
leguas.
68. The Apaches' "principal delicacies," according to Cordero, "are the
mescal. There are various kinds taken from the hearts of the maguey, sotol,
palmilla and lechuguilla; and it is used by cooking it with a slow fire in a
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subterranean fireplace, until it acquires a certain degree of sweetness and
piquancy." Matson and Schroeder, pp. 338-39.
69. Father Pfefferkorn who served for more than two decades as a
missionary in Sonora described the Indians' preparation and consumption of
pechita in Sonora: A Description of the Province, trans. by Theodore E.
Treutlein (Albuquerque, 1949), pp. 71-72.
70. The Matalote, perhaps the hump-back sucker or the Colorado River
squawfish, was recorded in New Mexican waters from the early seventeenth
century. For a discussion of it and other native fish, see The Memorial of
Fray Alonso de Benavides, 1630, trans. by Mrs. Edward E. Ayer (Chicago,
1916; reprint, Albuquerque, 1965), pp. 261-62, n. 41. While excavating
Santa Cruz de QUlburi on the San Pedro, a major tributary of the Gila,
archeologists found the vertebrae of large fish, presumably eaten by both
Indian and Spanish residents of the area. These were identified "as belonging to the Colorado River squawfish (often called Colorado 'salmon'). . . .
a predatory minnow . . . attaining a reported length of 6 feet and a
weight of 100 pounds." Dr. Robert R. Miller, quoted in Charles C. DiPeso,
The Sobaipuri Indians of the Upper San Pedro River Valley, Southeastern
Arizona (Dragoon, Arizona, 1953), p. 236. Early Anglo-American travelers
were impressed by the abundance of fish in the upper Gila. Emory described a trout-like fish, without scales, that tasted more like catfish. Emory,
p. 62; illustration facing p. 62. The Apache, however, were not fish eaters,
reported Cordero, "but they kill them also and keep the bones [spines] for
different uses . . ." Matson and Schroeder, p. 345.
71. As for the beaver, the Apache esteemed it, wrote Cordero, both "for
the taste of its flesh [sic] and the usefulness of its hide." Ibid. By the mid1820'S the first of a long succession of trappers had begun to exploit the
beaver supply on the upper Gila. James Ohio Pattie described at length his
party's good hunting. Flint, pp. 71-106.
72. "They likewise make a sort of grits or pinol of the seed of hay or
grass which they reap with much care in its season, although in small
quantities (since they are not by nature farmers) . . ." Cordero in Matson
and Schroeder, p. 339.
73. ]igUite is a common name for the Mexican rubber plant, or guayule, and for the related low, bushy mariola found in the Southwest. The
name jiguite may also have been applied to the desert rosewood, or as a
variant of jeguite to some sort of range grass. Apache girls did make grass
dolls decorated with "jingles." Morris Edward Opler, An Apache Life-Way:
The Economic, Social, and Religious Institutions of the Chiricahua Indians
(Chicago, 1941), pp. 45-46.
74. The name Natage was more often applied to a group of eastern,
buffalo-hunting Apache.
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75. An allusion to the general campaign of 1747.
76. Juan Ignacio Flores Mogollon served as New Mexico's governor
from 1712 to 1715.
77. Just why this range became "a majestic monument to the memory
of Governor Mogollon" seems to have been entirely forgotten. T. M.
Pearce, New Mexico Place Names: A Geographical Dictionary (Albuquerque, 1965), p. 102.
78. Cuchuta, some ten miles due south of Fronteras, was one of the
two visitas looked after by the missionary of Cuquiarachi.
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THE SOUTHWESTERN JOURNALS OF ADOLPH BANDELIER, 1883-1884. Edited
and annotated by Charles H. Lange and Carroll L. Riley. Albuquerque:
The University of New Mexico Press, 1970. Pp. xviii, 528. Photos, maps,
drawings, bibliog., index. $20.00.
SOME FEW YEARS AGO, the first volume of Bandelier's Journals (1880-1882)
came forth from the same press, and this writer had the double pleasure of
reviewing the book in this publication and thereby acquiring a copy. The
story is repeated now, after constant editorial egging, not that a copy of
this precious second volume was not greatly coveted, but chiefly because it
is so difficult for a person to repeat himself. One is tempted to quote at
great length from the previous review (NMHR, vol. 41 [Oct. 1966], pp.
328-29), a course which would rightly be judged pompous, to say the least.
Suffice it to say now, at the start, that the same unstinted general praise and
the same minor criticisms hold. The work entailed in deciphering grand old
Bandelier's scribbling, and then of sifting the priceless ore, must have been
as painstaking as the result is successful and most praiseworthy. For this is
one of the few basically important contributions being made today to the
fund of archaeological and historical knowledge about our region.
In this particular period, Bandelier wandered far away from the northern
Rio Grande country into central and southwestern New Mexico, southern
Arizona, and northern Mexico, but there is still plenty about this northern
area. His investigations in those other places are no less valuable to the
general investigator in archaeology and related sciences. A brief but excellent introduction by the authors prepares the reader for these excursions,
while summarizing what is necessary of Bandelier's long biography given in
the first volume. In their notes, which take up eighty-five pages, they render
a most valuable service in identifying the scores of places and persons mentioned in passing by Bandelier; otherwise the Journals would have little
meaning to many a reader. His was the day when many individuals, now
pioneers of more or less importance, were "going West" or had been here
for some time; not a few interested people will be grateful for the further
research done in identifying such persons at some length. Yet here there
are some omissions which could have been easily supplied; for example,
Padre Ramon Ortiz gets one tiny reference from Defouri when the familiar
NMHR carries a long biography of the man (vol. 25 [Oct. 1950], pp. 26595). Then, the glossary of Spanish Southwestern terms is something awful,
as in the first volume. This minor carping might be called picayune, but
what is science of any kind for, if not to get at the truth even in small
things. Anyway, this is a most valuable and welcome book both on account
of the Journals themselves and the arduous labor of the editors.

Pena Blanca, N.M.

FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ
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THE TERRITORIAL PRESS OF NEW MEXICO 1834-1912. By Porter A. Stratton.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969. Map, bibliog.,
index. Pp. v, 305. $15.00.
DR. STRATTON, in this recently published work, has attempted to place under one cover a complete bibliography of New Mexico's Territorial newspapers and also a description of the Territorial press. For the first time researchers can consult a single work and find some hint as to the location of
both important and remote newspapers. The book jacket modestly states,
"His investigations took him to two-thirds of the county courthouses in New
Mexico to examine old files and more than 20,000 notes were gathered."
Thus the bibliography is excellent and will aid tremendously anyone dealing in the Territorial history of New Mexico. Unfortunately the author did
not consult sources outside of the state and therefore the bibliography is not
complete. It will still be necessary for researchers to crisscross the country
either by mail or in person in an effort to find the location of missing copies
of various New Mexico newspapers.
The role of the newspaper in the history of New Mexico is well described
in the text of Dr. Stratton's work. He has attempted to show the influence
of newspapers and newspaper editors on the changing scene of Territorial
New Mexico. The author sees the press involved in four different phases of
life in New Mexico; political, social, economic, and law enforcement.
Using each of these themes, Stratton demonstrates how the news media
and its editors helped to shape the end result. It is here that the author
makes a large contribution to history. He uses material from editorials and
feature articles which show the different positions taken by early journalists
on each of the above themes.
The chapter dealing with the role of the press in New Mexico's conflictingcultures is interesting and shows the numerous biases held by Anglo
newsmen. By using quotations the author is able to show the strong feelings
of the new residents of New Mexico, but he fails to show the feelings of
the older residents, the Hispano and the Indian. Only by using the Catholic
press does Stratton attempt to demonstrate the biases of these two important
groups. It is possible that better insight could have been gained if the
author had made more extensive use of the Spanish language newspapers
published before the American occupation such as El Payo de Nuevo
Mexico and La Verdad. La Voz del Pueblo, perhaps the most important
Spanish language paper and voice of the White Cap movement in New
Mexico, is not discussed adequately. Failure to give credit to this important
Hispano newspaper is one of the few shortcomings of Stratton's work.
Another weakness in Territorial Newspapers is what seems to me to be a
rather weak interpretation of political events of the 1870's and 1880'S, both
locally and on the national scene. Stratton begins Chapter IV with the
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following, "Politics, national or territorial, from 1870 to 1900 was rather
meaningless, with little real difference in the policies of the two national
parties." While there may have been little difference between the two major
parties, the era of the Populists was certainly of great importance both
nationally and at home in New Mexico. In fact citizens of the State of
New Mexico are living today with many of the problems created by the
politics of the 1870's and 1880'S.
Another point which bothers this reader is the continual reference to
New Mexico's lack of educational tradition during the Mexican and Territorial periods. There is ample evidence in the Mexican Archives of New
Mexico to suggest that there were numerous public schools in the Santa Fe
and Santa Cruz de La Caftada regions before 1835. After the United States
occupied the territory, there was an increase of the number of schools in
New Mexico. This is shown by the number of Midwesterners who came to
New Mexico to teach, such as A. A. Jones who was first employed in the
Las Vegas schools in 1889.
Apart from the author's tendency to be redundant, as on page forty, and
the few typographical errors which mar the otherwise attractive layout, the
book is well written and nicely put together. The Territorial Press of New
Mexico, though expensive, is a must for every research library and for any
historian attempting to research the history of Territorial New Mexico.

State of New Mexico Records Center

MICHAEL Cox

NEW MEXICO'S RAILROADS: AN HISTORICAL SURVEY. By David F. Myrick.
Golden, Colorado: Colorado Railroad Museum, 1970. Pp. 206. IIIus.,
maps, index. Paper $4-95. Cloth $7.95.
THIS IS HALF a picture book and half a historical narrative. Mr. Myrick, well
qualified for his task by his earlier two-volume Railroads of Nevada and
Eastern California, has exhaustively searched numerous collections and
found an excellent series of photographs to reproduce. These include engin~s, cars, trains, depots, yards, roundhouses, bridges and wrecks. In the
background are mountains, forests, towns, lumber mills, mines and grazing
land. From an artistic standpoint the most impressive is a two-page spread
showing almost the entire village of Lake Valley, with a four-car train
dwarfed in the background by the high butte. One of the best action shots
shows the Golden State thundering out of Tucumcari in 1940 behind handsome engine SP4386. There are other volumes of railroad pictures that are
the equal of this book in variety, vividness and quality of reproduction, but
it would be hard to name one that is better. The one main and four supplementary maps make in three pages the geography quite clear.
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About four-sevenths of the text is devoted to the major railroads-the
Santa Fe, Rock Island, Southern Pacific, Rio Grande and Colorado and
Southern. The rest covers the independent coal lines, lumber spurs, mine
haulers and even the street cars of Las Vegas, Albuquerque and El Paso.
The text is well-organized, clearly expressed and thorough. After I had
finished reading it, I would have been less human if I had not compared it
with my article on "Railway Development in the Southwest" in the New
Mexico Historical Review for April 1957 (pages 151-203). Naturally the
basic facts are to be found in both and each covers some matters omitted in
the other. It seems to me that the article gives more attention to placing the
large railroads in their national setting and the book is more thorough in its
coverage of the local independent lines.
Four-fifths of New Mexico's railroad mileage was built in two periods:
1878-1882 and 1898-1910. The main lines are still basic to handling of state
and national traffic, but many of the industrial railroads have finished serving once-productive mineral and timber areas and been abandoned. These
topics are well covered in the text and are adorned by a splendid selection
of pictures.
University of Idaho

WILLIAM S. GREEVER

THE KING RANCH QUARTER HORSES. By Robert Moorman Denhardt. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970. Pp. xiv, 256. Illus., map,
apps., bibliog., index. $9.95.
THE REMARKABLE KING RANCH stands as the largest enterprise of its kind in
the world with divisions scattered across the United States, and in Australia,
Brazil, Argentina, and Venezuela. Founded in 1854 on Santa Gertrudis
Creek in South Texas by Captain Richard King, this ranch and its famous
Running W brand loom large in the history of the range cattle industry. In
the twentieth century under direction of King's descendants, the Klebergs,
this ranch developed the first new breed of cattle in America, the Santa
Gertrudis, and its own special strain of American Quarter Horses. It is· the
story of these horses which engages the attention of Robert Moorman
Denhardt.
All King Ranch Quarter Horses now trace both their top and bottom
lines back to a single foundation stallion, known simply as the Old Sorrel,
foaled in 1915. This animal possessed the temperament, conformation, and
cow sense desired by the ranch for its working stock and was sufficiently
prepotent to pass on these characteristics to its offspring. By breeding the
Old Sorrel ~o a superior band of Quarter mares, in which could be found
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some thoroughbred blood, a firm base for the King Ranch strain of horses
was established. Today there are some two thousand horses in the ranch's
breeding program. Most are used to work cattle and only a few go to a
yearly sale.
After fifty years of selective breeding in a single strain, the King Ranch
Quarter Horses are now all very close-bred. One stallion, Wimpy, currently
used, is a double grandson of the Old Sorrel and is mated to Old Sorrel
mares. The author refers to this practice as " a fair amount of inbreeding,"
but assures the reader that occasional use of outcross mares provides a safety
factor preventing defects. This reviewer is not convinced. Nowhere is there
mention of the fact, well-known to South Texas horsemen, that an inordinately large number of King Ranch horses toe out on the left front foot.
While a toe out doesn't necessarily render an animal unsound, it must be
considered a defect in horses that bring several thousand dollars in the
sale ring.
The book is divided into several sections. Part I presents a rather superficial history of the King Ranch, its people, and its horses. This is acceptable
since Tom Lea covered the subject in his definitive The King Ranch, published in 1957. Part II examines the origin of the ranch's Quarter Horses
and the operation of its controlled breeding program, while Part III describes
some of the more famous horses in the line and tells of the men who
trained and showed them. Lengthy appendices trace pedigrees and provide
a variety of statistical charts related to the business side of horse raising.
What does emerge, if one reads between the lines, is a gray picture of
the ranch owners breeding horses with the same grim seriousness that
attends all their business activity. The impression created, unintentionally
no doubt, is that to be a part of the King Ranch today, whether employee
or member of the ruling Kleberg clan, means one must always sacrifice
personal interest to the welfare of the ranch, since to do otherwise would
represent disloyalty. No trace seems to remain of the spontaneity and sense
of adventure which characterized the lives of Texas ranchmen a century
ago. The inbred, "hot-house" Quarter Horses of the King Ranch may be
among the best, as the author claims, but before this reviewer would concede that point, he would like to see them working cattle matched against
the wiry, range-bred horses of the Four Sixes Ranch, another of the Texas
giants.
Denhardt's style is pedestrian and his prose cliche-ridden. In spite of
these faults and his lack of objectivity, he has performed a useful service in
describing in detail the history and procedures of one of the oldest Quarter
Horse breeding programs in the West.

Cerrillos, N.M.

MARC SIMMONS
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JOSEPH FISH, MORMON PIONEER. Edited by John
H. Krenke!. Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc.,
1970. Pp. x, 543. lIlus., maps, and index. $7.00.
MR. JOHN H. KRENKEL is to be commended for seeing that The Life and
Times of Joseph Fish, Mormon Pioneer is now in print. This fascinating
account by a minor official in the Mormon colonization mainstream in Utah
and Arizona spans four generations (184°-1926) and serves as a kind
of chronological time line against which a multitude of people and themes
in western history bounced briefly. The reader is shown glimpses of life in
Nauvoo, the migration to Utah, pioneering to Parowan, where Fish reached
his maturity in a new colony faced with the uncertainties of isolation,
Indian attacks, pioneer medicine, and Gentile opposition in nearby Beaver.
Fish married his first two wives, Mary and Eliza, while there.
Having never recovered economically from the loss of a team and a few
cattle to the Indians, Fish, in 1878, moved to the Little Colorado River in
Arizona. Here he suffered famine, flood, pestilence and polygamy raids.
Then husband of two wives, having married a third, Adelaide, after his first
one died, Fish farmed his families out on scrabble acres while he sought
work elsewhere. Ironically, his limited cash income frequently was spent
running from the "feds." Even so, Fish took a fourth wife, Julia. Subsequent harassment drove him into old Mexico, yet within a year he returned
to Arizona and again re-established his transient family on the Little
Colorado.
The economic distress of the 1890'S deluded him into a second try in
Mexico, but within months he returned first to the Gila River near
Thatcher, then to the Little Colorado settlements a few years later. In
1916 Fish moved back to Utah, hoping to publish his "History of Arizona."
At seventy-six he staked a claim on land in Delta, wintered near Beaver,
before finally settling in Enterprise, Utah. At seventy-nine, Fish built his
last home himself. He died December 10, 1926 in his eighty-seventh year,
attended by his two wives, Eliza and Julia.
The life of Joseph Fish is unusual, because it spanned from pioneer
oxcart to modern automobile, and because his record reviews so much
history involving so many people in Utah and Arizona. His life demonstrates the economic determinism of transient, pioneer living. This man
built irrigation ditches, surveyed townsites, and established the Arizona Cooperative Mercantile Association. Though hunted and arrested as a polygamist, still he served as a Territorial legislator, as Postmaster, and as a Justice
of the Peace. Always active as a lesser church officer, he reports, with a kind
of blunt honesty, both the church's problems and successes.
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Fish is most of all a man of duty. Though dedicated to his several
families, they often came second or later. His wife, Adelaide, finally divorced
him. One's picture of his family life is limited and rarely intimate. His
record tends to reflect his constant role as official record keeper. Nevertheless, one does not read this book without a haunting insight into the hardships he, his family, and people felt.
The book is important. Unfortunately, the editor lacked an intimate insight both into the geography of the area in which Fish lived his life, and
of Mormon history and ideology. His brief footnoting adds little. He does
not integrate the book's story into the themes of history that Fish encountered and lived. At times one wonders what has been edited "out" and
why. Dates are difficult to determine. The mapping of the book is inadequate. Fortunately, the index is good. Fish's book will probably prove
most useful to scholars familiar with Mormon history in Utah and Arizona.
But reading it will be rewarding to anyone willing to wade through his
rather wordy but fascinating life story.

Utah State Historical Society

MELVIN

T. SMITH

EMILIO KOSTERLITZKY: EAGLE OF SONORA AND THE SOUTHWEST BORDER.
By Cornelius C. Smith, Jr. Glendale: The Arthur H. Clark Company,
1970. Pp. 344. lIlus., maps, apps., bibliog., index. $12.50'
EMILIO KOSTERLITZKY, born in Moscow in the middle of the nineteenth
century and educated in St. Petersburg, became a cadet in the Imperial
Russian Navy in 1872. Assigned to a world cruise on a training mission, he
jumped ship in Puerto Cabello, Venezuela and gradually worked his way
north to Mexico. He enlisted as a private in the Mexican army in the spring
of 1873 and subsequently enjoyed a distinguished military career which
spanned the entire Diaz period and the early Revolution.
Cornelius C. Smith has written an absorbing biography based largely on
family papers made available to him by one of Kosterlitzky's sons. The professional historian will find those sections treating Kosterlitzky's career as
chief of the rurales in Sonora to be of greatest interest. His campaigns
against the Yaqui, the Mayo and the Apache, as well as his role in the
famous Cananea strike of 1906, are illustrative of the system of enforced
peace which has become synonomous with the Diaz regime. A loyal soldier,
par excellence, Kosterlitzky's career evidences the type of rewards a talented,
non-Indian soldier might expect if he cast his lot with the regime rather
than opposed it.
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The biography is not without flaws however. More annoying than importantare his references to Manuel G6mez as the Mexican president between Diaz' first and second terms, Luis Cortines when he means Adolfo
Ruiz Cortines, and Liberaci6n instead of Regeneraci6n to identify the newspaper published by the Flores Mag6n brothers. Of greater significance is
the limitation imposed by the nature of the sources. Smith states correctly
in his acknowledgments that the book could not have been written without
access to the family papers. But reliance on these sources to the complete exclusion of pertinent documentation in public archives (most notably the
Mexican Ministry of Foreign Relations and the United States Department
of State Records Relating to Mexican Affairs) conditions a work which is a
little too sympathetic in places and certainly short of definitive. Had Smith
consulted the Foreign Ministry archive, for example, perhaps he would
have been able to explain why the Mexican government issued an order for
Kosterlitzky's arrest in 1908. They suspected him of revolutionary activity.
Was the suspicion justified? The same archive would have revealed whether
or not the protagonist was involved in Victoriano Huerta's attempted return
to power in 1915. There is some reason to believe he was. Similarly the Department of State Records would have enabled Smith to present an even
more graphic account of the internment of Mexican soldiers at Ft. Rosecrans, California.
These shortcomings notwithstanding, Eagle of Sonora is a good book and
a worthwhile contribution to the historiography of the Revolution. As we
have come to expect from Arthur H, Clark, the volume is handsomely
produced and lavishly adorned with maps; pictures, and pen and ink
sketches by the author. Students of modern Mexican history will not have
to read this work, but if they do they will be amply rewarded for their
effort.

University of Nebraska

MICHAEL C. MEYER

GENERAL POPE AND U. S. INDIAN POLICY. By Richard N. Ellis. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1970. Illus., notes, bibliog., index.
Pp. x, 287. $10.
JOHN POPE flashed briefly on the Civil War scene as author of the bombastic
"headquarters in the saddle" order as well as of the mortifying defeat at
Second Manassas that followed with retributive swiftness. Hurried off to
Minnesota to fight Indians, he has since been remembered chiefly as but
one of that dismal procession of generals tried and discarded by Lincoln
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before he found Grant. Largely forgotten is the quarter century of creditable
service Pope rendered as a military administrator on the western frontier.
For the remaining war years, 1862-66, he managed sizable geographical
commands with an efficiency that earned high praise from Grant. After the
war, he presided with noisy competence over the important Department of
the Missouri-the southern plains and New Mexico-from 1870 to 1883 and
ended his career with three years at the head of the Division of the Pacific.
Professor Ellis' volume rescues Pope's frontier career from undeserved
obscurity and thereby bolsters a reputation that has rested too exclusively
on the fiasco of Second Manassas.
The title implies a close connection between Pope and the evolution of
U. S. Indian policy. Actually, he exerted little influence despite, or perhaps
because of, the endless stream of wordy rhetoric that he disgorged on the
subject. No really clear picture of Pope's concept of the proper policy
emerges, probably because his extraordinary verbosity, freighted with superlatives and absolutes, inhibited precise definition in his own mind. He was
against treaties and for transfer of the Indian Bureau to the War Department, and on occasion he advocated radical innovations, such as moving the
tribes back east. At times his ideas made sense and expressed the frustrations and needs of the moment. At other times they were plain silly. At all
times they had little impact on policy because he talked so much that
people quit listening. Most officers, military and civil alike, came to regard
Pope, in the realm of policy at least, as something of a gadfly.
Though presenting Pope's always colorful views of policy, Professor
Ellis' book is really more a chronicle of Pope's years as a military administrator. And in this role, rather than as a shaper of policy, he made his principal
contribution. Second Manassas failed to teach him humility, and he engaged in public quarrels with superiors, subordinates, and political figures;
but he also managed his command with an informed judgment that usually
produced results. Sibley and Sully are credited with the victories over the
Sioux in 1863 and 1864, while Miles and Mackenzie take the honors for
the conquest of the southern Plains tribes in the Red River War of 187475. But back at department headquarters labored Pope, planning strategy,
organizing logistics, and providing a leadership that must also be weighed
in evaluating the successes of the field commanders.
Professor Ellis has done his research widely and thoroughly in original
sources, and has organized and presented his story in an able fashion. I
detect a tendency to accept too uncritically the values and biases of the
frontier army toward the Indian and the Indian Bureau-e.g. Indian raids
are Indian "crimes." But this is a small criticism of a generally admirable
contribution to the history of the Indian frontier.
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THE MEXICAN WAR DIARY OF THOMAS D. TENNERY. Edited and with an
Introduction by D. E. Livingston-Little. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970. Pp. xxxix, 117. Illus., map, index. $4.95.
THE LIFE of the volunteer soldier during the Mexican War, 1846-48, was
anything but glamorous. Most of his time was nlled· with routine camp
duties, long, wearisome marches, and constant bouts with disease in bivouac
and neld. Yet, despite these conditions, the volunteer endured the toils of
army life and fought bravely when sent into battle, winning decisive victories on foreign soil. In The Mexican War Diary of Thomas D. Tennery,
edited by D. E. Livingston-Little, a professor of history of Los Angeles
Valley College, the atmosphere and events of those bygone days again
come to life. Tennery served in the Fourth Illinois Volunteers in the lower
Rio Grande district and in Scott's invasion of Mexico. Although his observations lack detail and anecdote, he recorded faithfully his impressions of the
country through which he marched, and commented with vividness on the
seige of Vera Cruz and the battle of Cerro Gordo. The result is an interesting though sketchy account of campaigning in Mexico.
The book is divided into introduction, annotated diary, and epilogue. The
introduction is well-written, but is principally a survey of the causes and
campaigns of the war. Only one page (viii) concerns Tennery'sbackground.
Moreover, little is said about the setting for the diary, its highlights and
coverage, and its signincance as a commentary on soldiering in Mexico.
Errors of fact occasionally appear. Tennery did not travel on the boat with
General Wool to New Orleans; Wool already was in the Crescent City on
July 23, the day Tennery sailed downriver (xxiii, 9). Colonel Harney, not
Wool, led the advance from San Antonio on September 26. It is true that
General Shields and a contingent bf Illinois foot joined Wool at Presidio
on October 12, but Shields came from Camargo and the soldiers from San
Antonio (xxiv).
Tennery's diary spans his one-year enlistment-June 29, 1846, to July I,
1847. In the nrst section he chronicles his enlistment and shipment to the
Rio Grande, life in and about Camargo, and march south to Ciudad Victoria. Later, he writes of the overland move to Tampico, embarkation for
Vera Cruz and capture of that citadel, the battle of Cerro Gordo, his convalescence at Jalapa, and return home to Illinois. The dairy annotations
are both appropriate and informative, but the editor might have researched
further. In several instances, persons (pp. 32, 67, etc.), places (pp. 4, 24,
etc.), and things (pp. 18, 73, etc.) are not identined. In the epilogue, the
editor comments on the postwar careers of officers mentioned in the diary,
but gives the barest of information about the diarist's later life.
The volume also contains illustrations and end matter. A map showing
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the American Southwest and northern Mexico is included (Kearny is misspelled and Wool's route is inaccurate), but one of the Matamoros-Tampico region also would have been valuable. Nineteen pictures (officers,
battle scenes, Tennery family) appear, but several captions are inaccurate.
The appendix contains a newspaper report on a riot near Tennery's camp,
and is followed by a short bibliography. The index is helpful, but some
names do not appear (Warren, 23), and others are cited incorrectly (Veracruz, on xxi?).
Although presumably a "new and different look" at the Mexican War,
this volume actually presents little in-depth description of personalities and
camplife and is at best a mediocre contribution to the history of the War
with Mexico.

University of Arizona

HARWOOD P. HINTON

THE UNITED STATES SOLDIER BETWEEN Two WARS: ARMY LIFE AND
REFORMS, 1865-1898. By Jack D. Foner. New York: Humanities Press,
1970. Pp. iv, 229. Bibliog., app., index. $7.50.
THIS is a thoroughly researched study of what Army life was really like for
the typical enlisted man who served during the period 1865-1898. The
Army had a myriad of problems and all of them affected the enlisted
soldier.
Almost immediately following the Civil War the size of the Army was
visibly reduced in an attempt to reduce federal expenditures in this particular area. Other reasons for this reduction in size were the old Jeffersonian anathema for large standing armies and also the fact that the military
was viewed with hostility in some quarters as a result of its role in Military
Reconstruction. This reduction in the expenditures for the Army had the
net result of reducing its strength from 57,000 officers and men in 1866 to
"low point" 25,000 enlisted men in 1874. This exceedingly small group of
men was spread throughout the vast reaches of the country and stationed at
some 255 posts which were in existence in 1869. By 1892 the number of
posts had been reduced to 96. The Army was called upon to afford protection to settlers on the frontier, men who were engaged in the construction
of the transcontinental railroads, and of course was expected to keep the
peace among the various Indian tribes who resided on reservations or were
otherwise situated.
The day to day problems which confronted the serviceman at this time
placed him in a most unenviable position. The food was horrible and con-
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sisted mostly of bread, salt pork and beef. The housing which was provided
was shabby, unkempt, dirty, and did not afford the necessary protection
against the inclement weather which was varied fair and hot to rain, snow
and extreme cold. Drinking water was more often than not taken from a
nearby creek and though soldiers were required to bathe at least once per
week, facilities that would have made this· possible were virtually
nonexistent.
In a chapter entitled "The Enlisted Soldier and the Army's Legal
System" (pp. 3 I-5 8), Professor Foner discusses the Army's archaic legal
system. The Army made extensive use of the courts-martial in its attempt
to maintain some semblance of discipline. In many instances the officers who
served on these military tribunals, including those who represented the defendant and those who acted in the role of prosecutors had little understanding of what justice was all about.
The loneliness, low pay, ill-fitting and uncomfortable clothes, and sometimes the hard work resulted in drunkenness and perhaps contributed to
the enormous number of desertions. The problem of desertion was studied
time and time again but resisted explanation and solution. For instance, in
1867 there were 54,138 enlisted men in the Army and during that same
year 14,068 soldiers deserted.
There were also problems which involved the enlisted man and his
officers. Some officers were ill-tempered, vindictive, callous; on occasions
some were, to say the least, unethical or their conduct bordered on being
criminal. The Army administration contributed to this by granting commissions to men who were without previous military service instead of promoting or granting commissions to qualified enlisted men.
In two chapters entitled "The Army Reform Movement, 1880-1886" and
"The Army Reform Movement, 1887-1892" (pp. 77-113) there is a scholarly
and judicious discussion of the attempts made by Secretary of War Redfield
Proctor and Adjutant General John C. Kelton. These two men put forth
some genuine effort to rectify some of the more glaring wrongs which
existed in the United States Army and which contributed to the inefficiency
and bad morale. In June of 1892 Congress enacted a law which made it
easier for qualified enlisted men to secure commissions. This new law was
sometimes known as the Magna Charta for enlisted personnel. Needless
to say, these attempts at reform were exacerbated by the critici.sms which
were leveled at the military by the civilian population. These criticisms
continued in spite of these two periods during which there was appreciable
improvement in certain facets of the Army program.
However, on the eve of the outbreak of the Spanish-American War it was
brought home in very dramatic fashion that even though some improvement
had taken place the Army was far from being prepared to fight a war. The
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problem of securing adequate rations and suitable clothing still had not
been worked out with any degree of improvement. The problem of the
courts-martial also remained and in this area there had been no marked
improvement. Consequently desertions continued at a steady pace.
The last chapter of the book is concerned with the lot of the black
troopers who served in the four all-black regiments which were organized
following the Civil War. These four regiments were the Ninth and Tenth
Cavalry regiments and the 24th and 25th Infantry regiments. Even though
they suffered from discrimination, which was meted out both by the
military and civilians, these men served with distinction that gave credit
to both themselves and the white officers who condescended to command
them. The history of the Ninth and Tenth Cavalry units has been adequately treated by William Leckie in The Buffalo Soldiers.
Those laymen and professionals alike who have more than a cursory interest in this period of Army history would pront immeasurably from reading
this book. It is scholarly and judicious and when examples are given they
are not as a rule overdrawn.

Texas Southern University

CALVIN REESE

THE ARIZONA ROUGH RIDERS. By Charles Herner. Tucson: The University
of Arizona Press, 1970. Pp. xii, 275. Illus., apps., bibliog., index. $7.50'
EVEN BEFORE the war with Spain began, officials in Arizona began the
formation of the Rough Rider organization. Alexander Brodie, with the endorsement of Governor Myron McCord, requested permission of the War
Department to recruit a regiment of cavalry as early as March 3, 1898. He
found an eager lieutenant in Bucky O'Neill of Prescott, a man of charm
and organizational ability, a born leader, who has become one of Arizona's
folk heroes. Apparently less eager, but no less ambitious, was James H.
McClintock of Phoenix. These two recruited volunteers in their respective
sections of the Territory. Ten days after Congress declared war, their men
had been mustered in and were off to San Antonio for training. There
Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt joined them, and also some eastern dudes
with their valets. This unlikely combination of western outdoorsmen and
eastern aristocrats worked well together, however, as both gained respect for
each other. The New Mexico Rough Riders also trained in San Antonio,
but their performance remains a mystery in this book, which concentrates
on the Arizona story.
From San Antonio the group entrained for Tampa, and there after a
seven-day wait in the torrid Florida swamps, most of them, but not all,
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boarded ship to sail for Cuba. Roosevelt double-timed them to the transport
ahead of the New York Volunteers, who were left standing on the wharf,
mad and frustrated.
Alas, the cowboys left behind their mounts, and in Cuba they became
foot soldiers. But it was a glorious fight-a "crowded hour," at San Juan
Hill. Roosevelt, who had gained the respect of his men, displayed his now
famous reckless courage, but withal he does not come off so well as a
militarist. O'Neill was shot and killed while unnecessarily exposing himself.
McClintock was shot at Las Guasimas, before he got to San Juan Hill.
(About all he could ever show for his moment of glory was a limp for the
rest of his life.) Altogether, only nine were killed and nineteen wounded.
The soldiers returned from the field of glory to find an apathetic public.
The people of San Antonio, where they had undergone their training, had
been glad to see them leave, and Madam Alice May in Tampa had even
called the police out against them. None of the Rough Riders, including
Major Brodie, won elections on their return. Brodie ran for Congressional
delegate and lost at the polls. Others likewise failed. Throughout his life
McClintock felt he had never been adequately r_ewarded for his services.
The book does not attempt to explain the significance of the Rough
Rider caper. Why did the men volunteer: to promote Cuban liberty? to
improve their economic circumstances? to pursue a life of adventure? to
satisfy the personal ambition of men like Brodie, O'Neill, and McClintock?
Questions of personal and social motivations are not answered. And what
did it all mean for Arizona? About this time Arizona's struggle for statehood
entered a new phase, but whether the Rough Rider episode influenced this
movement or not is uncertain. Roosevelt, of course, later became President,
but he was no particular friend of statehood. One is tempted to see no
impact of the war on statehood.
It is not the author's purpose to answer such questions. He has written
an absorbing narrative, whiCh many readers will enjoy.
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